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A sAle with no buyer’s fee
Closing Wednesday, November 28, 2012

Lot 1 will close at 10:00 A.M. Central Standard Time (3 P.M. GMT).
Lots will continue to close at intervals of no less than 30 seconds.

Classic Gold: Lots 1 to 20: A couple of important ancient coins, some interesting British hammered coinage, a choice 1936 sovereign, some choice 
Indian gold. Classic gold coins have become very “dear” in the market. This section offers some appealing gold coins at price levels that stay in 
the three and four figure range.  

Classic Greek and Roman Silver & Bronze, Lots 21 to 144. Now that the final BCD sale is history and many of the coins from this definitive 
collection have gone to new homes, there is still an opportunity to acquire some of these exceptional coins. This section offers a carefully 
composed cross-section of rare and special  BCD Collection coins of the Peloponnesos, along with a few other BCD coins and a few 
especially artistic large module silver pieces including the best Classical style Gela tetradrachm.  The Roman section offers several coins of 
Roman Britain along with other attractive and historical pieces. All coins offered in this sale are legally in the United States. 

British Hammered and Milled coins, Lots 145 to 319. This large section of British coins covers virtually all aspects of the series, Celtic, Viking, 
Anglo-Saxon, and every monarch since the Norman Conquest; also Scottish coins including a couple of rarities, a broad run of Irish from 
Hiberno-Norse to George III and Anglo-Gallic issues. The Jim Farr Collection consignment of nearly one hundred lots offers many pleasing 
Very Fine coins at appealing price levels, the kind of material that is not easily found in today’s market.

British Trade Tokens, Lots 320 to 405 emphasize the Dalton and Hamer series. Most of the tokens in this section are from a collector who was 
principally interested in Scottish tokens even though he also acquired high grade pieces from other British counties. He was particularly 
careful to buy the best he could find. Some exceptional 19th century tokens end the section.

References: Lots 406 to 415. Primarily made up of a small consignment of British related references, some essential for anyone interested in the 
series, and a set of bound catalogs of the famous Hunt Collection of Greek and Roman coins.

INTERNET BIDDING

This sale will be available online on November 1, 2012 at www.davcoin.com. You may both view and bid on lots online. This is a new 
venue for us and we intend to do all we can to both make that experience seamless as well as continue to provide the personal service 
that many of you have come to depend on in the past. Terms that are specific to online participation will be posted on the website.

We look forward to your participation and will be happy to work directly with you as you participate in this, our 31st auction and our 
first interactive online auction.

           Allan, Marnie  & Lief Davisson

VIEWING LOTS
Cold Spring, Minnesota. We can arrange appointments with bidders to view lots at our bank in Cold Spring, Minnesota. Please contact us.

Overnight mail: A limited number of lots can be viewed by clients known to us via overnight mail, United States addresses only. Charges will be based on the 
quantity and value of the material. Our insurance will apply (with some minor limitations).

www.davcoin.com
P O Box 323

Cold Spring, Minnesota 56320-0323  USA
Telephone: (001) 320-685-3835

Fax: (001) 320-685-8636
email: info@davcoin.com (Note “coins” or “auction” in the subject line)

(All emails acknowledged by return email within 24 hours)



terms of this Auction (bidding constitutes AcceptAnce of these terms)
1.  Bidding and bidders: Lots will be sold to the highest bidder. If you are a new bidder in our sales, please provide numismatic credit references or 

include a deposit with your bids. If bidding by internet, please register and provide the requested information. Client data is kept confidential; 
we do not share our mailing list or client information unless authorized. In addition to internet bidding, you may bid by mailing the enclosed bid 
sheet, emailing your bids, faxing your bids or by telephone. If you choose to telephone your bids, we appreciate a written follow-up. Our practice 
is to always read back telephone bids and ask for confirmation. So far, we have had no problems with this approach. 

  We will always respond to emails within one business day during auctions! If you do not get a reply, we did not get your email. Try again!

 Interactive internet bidding will allow instant feedback of the success of any bid. We will enter bids that come in by any of the methods listed 
above as soon as they arrive. Such bids will be posted during normal business hours, Monday to Friday, 9 A.M. to 5 P.M. Saturdays from 9 
A.M. to noon. On closing day, November 28, the office will open at 7:30 A.M. CST. We are usually in the office at other times and will also post 
during such “off-hours” but any internet feedback you get outside of regular office hours may not reflect this other bidding. Please note, we reserve 
the right to determine opening prices, advances, acceptability of bids, to bid on our own account or to withdraw any lot. In case of dispute, 
we reserve the right to reopen the lot. Bids below the opening amount, typically 70% of the estimate, will not be accepted for online bidding. 
However, we have always been willing to consider bids below the opening level, or even below reserves, after the sale closes. We work closely 
with consignors in establishing price levels, reserve levels and asking prices for lots we offer in an aftersale. Our general consignment terms allow 
an 80% of estimate level for the consignor so that any coin not reaching this level can be claimed back by the consignor with no charge. 

 We recognize that many people prefer the phone-fax-personal approach to bidding. We will accept bids submitted in this fashion  until 9:00 
A.M. Central Standard Time on the day of the sale. For bidders online, lots will be closing every 30 seconds unless a bid comes in during that 
last 30 seconds. In that case, the bidding window will reset to 30 seconds. Lots will close sequentially, not simultaneously. Allan, Marnie, and 
Lief will be available by telephone during most office hours but particularly during the week the sale closes. Keep in mind that last minute calls 
may not get through. We will attempt to call back if you leave your number. Allan has found in bidding online in other sales that establishing a 
reasonably strong limit usually brings success and frequently at less than his maximum. 

 In general, bid strongly on lots you particularly want. Your final price will be one advance beyond the next highest bid though it is not our 
practice to reduce below estimate.

2. Estimates: We have estimated conservatively, assigning values that we believe reflect the moderate end of current price ranges. Some lots have 
reserves. In no case is a reserve higher than the estimate. We will not enter bids for less than 70% of estimate though we will consider them at 
the end of the sale for unsold lots. The British pound is currently trading in the £=$1.60 range but regularly shows small fluctuations. If you are 
paying in British pounds, the rate used will be based on the effective exchange rate, £ to $, at the time of billing. Bids in British pounds will be 
converted to dollars for recording purposes and bids will be processed in US dollars. We will invoice in both US dollars and British pounds for 
any client who requests it. Sterling payments will be made directly to our sterling account

3.  There is NO buyer’s fee! Please bid in US dollars. Payment should be in US dollars or British pounds by check, money order, wire or direct 
deposit into our Barclay’s sterling account (details provided to all United Kingdom buyers and to others on request). We will determine the 
pound rate at the time of invoicing based on reported rates. We also accept MasterCard, and Visa. However, following the practice of other 
firms who find, as have we, that collections and fees add to the overhead of these sales, we will add a 3% administration charge to all credit card 
invoices (pursuant to Minnesota Statute 325G.051) and to invoices unpaid after 30 days. We will follow the billing instructions you note on your 
bid sheet or at the time you bid. We can work out a time payment schedule if that is necessary—please ask about this option before bidding. 

4. Payment and delivery of lots: Invoices will be sent by email soon after the sale and by regular U.S. mail to people for whom we have no email 
address. Payment is due on receipt of invoice. Packing, shipping and mailing costs will be added to all invoices. Insured or registered mail with 
coverage for the total amount will be used for U.S. addresses. US buyers will received lots by Priority or Express mail, fully insured. Buyers 
outside the United States should provide any special shipping instructions. All shipments outside the United States are sent at the buyer’s risk 
but we make strong efforts to get your items to you. Items valued over $25,000 will require special arrangements which we will make with you 
after the sale. Ordinarily, shipments outside the United States are sent insured by U.S. Registered or Express Mail. Mail to Canada is sent 
Registered. We carry a $500 deductible insurance policy on material we mail out of the United States and will seek reimbursement for lost or 
damaged items. Items sent to non U.S. addresses will be sent by registered mail and will be insured by us. Such items are sent at the recipient’s 
risk but we will make efforts to collect on insurance. In two decades of running these sales, we have yet to have a problem with shipping we could 
not resolve though there is a short list of countries to which we will not ship.

5. This is an auction sale and not an approval sale. All lots are guaranteed to be genuine and as presented in this catalog. Any claims, other than 
claims of authenticity, must be made within three days of receipt of lots. N.B. Attribution and condition are the opinion of the cataloger and no 
warranty is expressed or implied. Conflicting opinions about grade by grading services do not constitute a valid basis for return. Our experience 
is that the U.S. grading services typically do not understand the grading of coins made with extensive hand work. Authenticity claims must be 
supported by the judgment of recognized professionals or services such as that provided by the I.A.P.N. (In 2008 I returned an electrotype of 
a Cromwell crown that was slabbed as “genuine” by NGC.) In any event, our maximum liability for any item or dispute is limited to the actual 
amount paid for the item.

6.  Title does not pass until items are paid for in full. 

7. Lots sent to Minnesota addresses will have State Sales Tax, 6.85%, added to the invoice unless you have provided a Minnesota resale number..

8. There is an informality about these terms that is based on our belief that pages of fine print can never cover every eventuality and that in the final 
analysis, rules of reason and decency must prevail. Most of the people who receive this catalog have done business with us in the past and we have 
been able to work out any issues that come up in a friendly and equitable manner. We look forward to this auction sale as a pleasant and enjoyable 
experience for you and for us. While these terms are current, they are subject to change and we will post changes on our website: www.davcoin.
com

with NO BUYER’S FEE in this sAle you cAn bid An ActuAl price to pAy.



“Something old, something new”

Welcome to our 31st Auction and our first involving our new partner, our son Lief. While the format of this printed catalog has not changed much 
since Auction 30, there  are two major changes about our business and this auction:

 •First, there are now three of us: Allan, Marnie and Lief, our son, a recent college graduate (2011) who completed an eight month internship 
at CNG and has been working with us since June. He has radically upgraded our use of computer software. I have managed to “get by” with 
sometimes awkward adaptations while he dove in and streamlined catalog production. For him, “computer” is a native language; for me it is a 
second language learned later in life. And thus, the second change....

 •You can now bid in this sale online at www.davcoin.com. To some extent, we are “beta” testing as well as introducing online bidding. The 
details will be explained on our website. However, we still intend to continue our high level of personal service. Mailed bid sheets, faxes, emails, 
phone calls--they will all still work well. We will update the web bidding regularly. And we are available to consult and converse by telephone 
throughout the sale. 

Auction 31 is an interesting mix of coins: some classic gold and a few gold coins from India where gold is a central part of their culture and small 
denominations allow more people to own actual gold. Gold is so popular that vendors sell a few grains of gold in bubble wrap packages to 

buyers with very limited funds. 

The Greek section includes a number of choice and attractive coins and is dominated by a select group of coins from the BCD collection of coins 
of the Peloponnesos. The BCD collection was formed over several decades of concentrated and knowledgeable collecting. This exhaustive Greek 
collection has been appearing in auctions for over a decade. Some of the material has been sold privately and we have purchased select material from 
the Peloponnesos portion. Last year we attended the final major sale of the collection in Zurich when the Thessaly section was offered. This fantastic 
collection has become definitive for the series and the auction catalogs now sit on our reference shelves. Over the decades during which Marnie 
and I have been devoting our work lives to coins, we have seen large groups and major collections come to market several times. For a while, the 
material seems plentiful but very quickly that plenty is mostly a memory. The BCD sales from the early 90s are a memory. The Boeotian issues are 
as scarce, if not more scarce, than they were before the BCD sales by Lanz in 2001 and 2002. The BCD Peloponnesos collection was first offered by 
LHS Numismatics in 2006. We saw the group offered here as a buying opportunity and we believe you will be very happy to acquire some of these 
historic and rare issues while you still can.

The Roman section: I particularly like a couple of the provincial pieces. The designs are fascinating and the condition is very pleasing for what the 
pieces are. A couple of other coins deserve special mention: the Faustina sestertius with a pedigree that goes back a century and the magnificent 
Orbiana denarius. “Style” is a term used far more with Greek than with Roman coins. Yet, both of these pieces are of excellent style, realistic, detailed 
and even exciting. The Orbiana denarius is in superb condition, a sculptural piece in high relief with a strong strike on both sides.

The British section includes almost a hundred coins from the collection of Jim Farr. In his own words: “I began collecting hammered material in the 
late 1970s while living in Munich, West Germany.  I began with modern Irish coins while living in Pensacola in 1975.  I am a biologist and a musician, 
so the modern Irish series with an animal on one side, harp on the other, was perfect.  Then I discovered 18th century Irish with the harp and ruler, 
crossed over to the English series as well, then started going backwards to the Celts and Hiberno Norse.  It all started with animals and harps.” 
Between his collection and some other material we have acquired—someone else’s lifelong collection, some auction purchases, some material we have 
had in back-stock—we can offer a coin for every monarch since the Norman Conquest. The difficult “2,3,4,5” group is here: William II, Richard III, 
Henry IV and Edward V. And so are pleasing pieces from every other person to occupy the English throne since 1066. 

The Scottish, Irish and Anglo-Gallic sections have several great coins and a good number of decent and interesting coins with a particularly broad 
representation of Irish issues. The section ends with Anglo-Gallic issues. See the note about the scarcity of these issues on page 36 to get a sense of 
why we do not see more sales with wide offerings from Ireland and the Angl0-Gallic period. 

Trade tokens are next, a selection mostly from a collector whose main interest was Scotland in addition to collecting high quality issues of England, 
Wales and Ireland. There are some rarities, several particularly interesting pieces in addition to some high grade examples of tokens that are 
appealing because of their condition. 

Finally, some important references, collectible as classic books or sales but also important references.

Estimates: We get catalogs from many dealers in the United States as well as England and Europe. Estimated prices range from so low that 
everything looks like a bargain to so high that I wonder whether anybody anywhere finds them credible. Low estimates, typically but not 

exclusively a European more than an American phenomenon, draw hopeful interest and allow the auctioneer to advertise their sale success in terms of 
exceeding estimates. Very high estimates may sometimes be wishful thinking on the part of the cataloger but we do notice when collections come to 
us that people do pay those prices. We follow the market closely and have a clear sense of fair value for what we list, and we build our catalogs around 
those numbers. Additionally, we continue to resist the almost universal move to buyer’s fees.

Auction 32 will be coming next spring. Now that there are three of us, two sales per year is more feasible. We have a decent start: some appealing 
British coins; a smattering of historic world coins; a group of Colonial and early US material including some collectible and affordable Colonial 

copper, some early type coins and a small but high grade collection of hard times tokens.

Please consider consigning or selling to us. We catalog carefully, pay promptly and your coins will not get lost in the middle of a thick and heavy 
volume of thousands of coins. For less expensive material, we plan on internet-only auctions to begin in 2013. For those who prefer to not use 
computers, we have a plan to provide printed copies of these internet sales--more on that when the time comes.

Please stop by if you are in the San Francisco area in mid-December, the 14th and 15th, Marnie and I will have a table at the San Francisco Historical 
Bourse at the Holiday Inn at 1500 Van Ness Ave. And all three of us will set up at the Orlando Convention Center for the FUN show, January 10-12, 
2013. 
          Allan Davisson  
          November 2012
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 Ancient & british gold

1 PERSIA. Achaemenid Empire. Sardes. Circa 485-420 BC; time of Darios I to Xerxes II. AV daric. 8.40 gm. 16 mm. Great King of Persia 
running to right, wearing kidaris, holding bow in his left hand and spear with his right / Incuse punch. BMC Arabia pl. XXIV, 26. SNG 
Cop 274ff. Good Very Fine. $2000

2 SCYTHIAN DYNASTS. Koson. Mid 1st Century BC. AV stater. 8.37 gm. 21 mm. Types of M. Junius Brutus. Togate Roman consul 
(Brutus?) walking left between two togate lictors each carrying fasces over their shoulder, monogram in field left / Eagle standing left on 
a scepter holding a wreath with one raised foot; KO in exergue. RPC 1701. BMC Thrace 208: 1. Choice Uncirculated; well centered with 
lustrous surfaces; exceptional example. $1750

 This issue is sometimes attributed to Brutus, the assassin of Julius Caesar.

3 CELTIC BRITAIN. Belgae. Circa 80-50 B.C. AV stater. 6.05 gm. 17 mm. Early uninscribed coinage. Chute type. Devolved head of 
Apollo right / Disjointed horse left, crab-like creature below, pellets above. S. 22. Rudd 748. Good Very Fine; short hairline striking crack. 
Good metal, well centered and struck. $500

4 Trinovantes and Catuvellani. Cunobelin. Ca A.D. 10-43. AV stater. 5.43 gm. 18 mm. Ear of grain; CA — MV on sides / Horse right; palm 
branch above, CVNO below. S. 286. Good Very Fine.  $1500

5 PLANTAGENET. Edward III. 1327-1377. AV quarter noble. 1.56 gm. 18 mm. 4th coinage, Pre-treaty period, class B. Struck 1351. Shield 
within tressure of arcs, pellet below; m.m. cross 1 / Closed E in center of cross fleurée. N. 1141. S. 1495. Very Fine; lightly clipped.   
 $350

 
6 TUDOR. Henry VIII. 1509-1547. AV half sovereign. 6.01 gm. 30 mm. Third coinage. 1544-47. Pellet-in-annulet mm. The king seated on a 

throne, facing; the portrait is of him as older / A crowned shield supported by a lion on the left and a dragon on the right. S. 2294. N. 1827. 
Very Fine; some striking irregularity, as usual with this issue; overall this is a pleasing example with substantial detail and hints of reddish 
toning. $1650

7 STUART. Charles I. 1625-1649. AV crown. 2.24 gm. 20 mm. Group B, second bust. Tower mint, under the King. Struck 1629-1630. 
Crowned, armored, and mantled bust left, V to right; m.m. heart / Crowned and slightly garnished coat of arms; no m.m. N. 2182. S. 2711. 
Good Very Fine; small area of flat striking. Well struck on a full flan. $750

8 HANOVER. George I. 1714-1727. AV quarter guinea. 2.11 gm. 16 mm. Dated 1718. Laureate head right / Crowned cruciform shields, 
scepters in angles. S. 3638. Good Very Fine; minor haymarking. Fresh and attractive. $350

9 George II. 1727-1760. AV half guinea. 4.19 gm. 21 mm. 1759. Old laureate head left / Crowned coat of arms. S. 3685. Good Very Fine; short 
flan crack, a few very light hairline scratches. $350

10 George III. 1760-1820. AV quarter guinea. 2.10 gm. 16 mm. Dated 1762. Laureate head right / Crowned and garnished coat of arms. S. 3741. 
Extremely Fine; light haymarking. $450

11 SCOTLAND. James I. 1406-1437. AV demy. 3.18 gm. (49.1 grains). 24 mm. Class III. Crown/ cross patee mm. Lis stops; lis between D 
and EI of DEI. Lion rampant left on a lozenge; IACOBVS DE GRACIA REX S around / Fleured tressure of six arcs around a saltire 
cross, a pellet in the lower angle of the cross and a saltire cross to the right; large quatrefoils with small pellet centers; SALVVM FAC 
POPVLVM TVVM D; three vertical pellets on either side of the mint mark. S. 5192. Burns p40:12b (51.25 grains) where he notes one other 
example in the Pollexfen collection. Very Fine; slight indication of an old bend; some scratches on obverse in field at upper left of lozenge; 
otherwise full flan and a decent example of a rare variety. $2000

12 ENGLISH MILLED. George VI. Proof sovereign. 1937. Key 20th Century piece, the proof-only sovereign issued for the reign of George 
VI. S. 4076. In NGC Proof 65 holder. $3800

13 ANGLO-GALLIC. Henry VI. As King of France and England, 1422-1453/61. AV salut d’or. 3.34 gm. 26 mm. Saint-Lô mint, m.m. fleur-
de-lis. Two coats of arms side by side, the Virgin Mary behind those of France on the left, the angel Gabriel behind those of England on 
the right, AVE written on scroll between, sun above / Latin cross flanked by lis and leopard, all within tressure of ten double-arches, lis on 
cusps. Poey d’Avant 3184. Elias 271. Near Extremely Fine; slightly weak face on the Virgin Mary, slight flan edge unevenness at 11; surfaces 
fresh with substantial luster. $1200

 
Remember: there is no buyer’s fee in this sale!
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 indiAn gold

14 MEDIEVAL INDIA. VIJAYANAGAR EMPIRE. Venkatapiraya III. 1630-1642. AV 1/2 Pagoda. 1.69 gm. 10 mm. Venkatesvara stand-
ing facing under an arch / Stylized Devanagari legend in three lines. Mitchiner Non-Islamic 920. KM 7. Friedberg 373. Good Very Fine; 
some light reddish deposits and toning, reverse slightly off center. Well struck. $250

15 INDIA. PRINCELY STATES. Kutch-Bhuj. Desalji II. VS 1876-1917 / AD 1819-1860. AV 25 Kori. 4.68 gm. 16 mm. Dated VS 1914 (AD 
1857). Persian legend in the name of Bahadur Shah II / Local ruler’s name and date. KM C# 67. Friedberg 1276. Almost Uncirculated.  
 $400

16 Kutch-Bhuj. Pragmalji II. VS 1917-1932 / AD 1860-1875. AV 25 Kori. 4.67 gm. 16 mm. Dated VS 1919 (AD 1862). Persian legend in the name 
of Queen Victoria / Local ruler’s name and date. KM Y# 17.1. Friedberg 1279. Almost Uncirculated. $400

17 Mysore. Krishna Raja Wodeyar. 1799-1868. AV Pagoda. 3.42 gm. 11 mm. Siva enthroned cross-legged, holding trident, with Parvati seated 
to right, both facing / Legend in three lines. Mitchiner Non-Islamic 1024-1025. Friedberg 1358. Good Extremely Fine. $250

18 Mysore. Krishna Raja Wodeyar. 1799-1868. AV Pagoda. 3.41 gm. 11 mm. Siva enthroned cross-legged, holding trident, with Parvati seated 
to right, both facing / Legend in three lines. Mitchiner Non-Islamic 1024-1025. Friedberg 1358. Extremely Fine; attractive red toning 
highlighting the designs; some red deposits. Well struck and centered. $250

19 INDIA. DUTCH EAST INDIA COMPANY. Masulipatam. AV 3 Swami Pagoda. 3.44 gm. 11 mm. Struck at Pulicat or Negapatnam, 
1647-1758. Three deities standing facing / Grains. KM 10. Friedberg 1505. Mint State; well centered. Rare. $350

20 Negapatnam. AV “Porto Novo” Pagoda. 3.39 gm. 11 mm. Struck 1747-1781. Vishnu standing facing / Grains. Mitchiner Non-Islamic 1594. 
KM 22. Friedberg 1508. Good Extremely Fine, light rose toning. $300

 greek silver And bronze coins

21 CELTIC. Eastern Europe. Oltenia and the Danube. 2nd-1st Centuries B.C. AR tetradrachm. 12.40 gm. Imitative of Larissa facing bust 
silver issues. Celticized head of Larissa facing / Rider on horse trotting right. CCBM I:S112. Extremely Fine; minor flaw across obverse 
from time of striking. Good style struck in high relief; pale golden toning. Especially attractive example of this interesting type.   
 $1000

22 CALABRIA. Taras. 334-330 B.C. AR stater. 7.94 gm. 22 mm. Naked boy crowning himself while sitting on a horse with a raised foreleg 
and facing right; SA and an Ionic capital below / Taras astride a dolphin left holding a water snake in his outstretched right hand and in 
his left a whip; TARAS behind; KOM below. Vlasto 657. Good Extremely Fine; lustrous surfaces with light golden toning, rose and blue 
highlights. Exquisite style. $1500

23 LUCANIA. Herakleia. ca 281-278 B.C. AR drachm. 3.70 gm. 18 mm. Head of Athena right, three quarters facing, wearing crested Attic 
helmet with Skylla, a monogram between crest and neck / Owl standing right, head facing, on an olive branch; HRAKLEIWN above; a club 
behind. SNG ANS 81. Historia Numorum Italy 1412. About Extremely Fine; fresh surfaces, attractively toned.  $1500   
Ex The New York Sale, Auction XXVII: The Prospero Collection, 4 Jan 2012: 49. (This is the only piece we were able to buy out of this important sale of 
“Spectacular Ancient Greek Coins.”) Ex Spink October 1985.

24 SICILY. Gela. Ca 415-405 B.C. AR tetradrachm. 17.25 gm. 23 mm. Driver in a slow quadriga moving left, Nike above flying left / 
Forepart of a man-headed bull right; GELAS retrograde above. SNG ANS 92. Jenkins 472. Near Extremely Fine; perfectly centered on an 
exceptional flan; bold and pleasing example on sound metal; cabinet toning. This is a relatively early strike of the die showing almost none 
of the breaks evident on the obverse of a piece from the same die sold in March 2012 by Roma Numismatics (£34000). A coin of exceptional 
artistic style and merit, one of the finest depictions of the Gela man-bull known, a coin in the finest Classical style.  $8000  
Ex Davissons Ltd. Auction 27, 17 Sept 2008: 22. 

25 SICILY. Gela. 420-405 B.C. Æ triantes. 4.84 gm. 18 mm. Bull standing left, three pellets in ex. GELAS and corn grain above / Diademed 
head of young river god Gelas right, with horns; GELAS before. Cf. SGC 1095. SNG Cop 284. Good Very Fine; pleasing black patina. 
Good style. $250

26 SICILY. Syracuse. Hiketas II. 287-278 B.C. Æ. 10.86 gm. 21 mm. Struck ca 283-279 BC. Laureate head of Zeus Hellanios left / Eagle 
standing left on thunderbolt, wings displayed; SURAKOSIWN around. Calciati II 154-5 var. SNG ANS 782-3. Good Very Fine; attractive 
dark green patina with some brick red elements. Good style. $400

27 SICILY. Kamarina. Ca 495-484 B.C. AR litrai. .70 gm. Nike flying left, a swan below; laurel wreath around/ Athena standing, head left, 
holding a spear; KAMAR | INANIOS around. SNG Cop 160. Good Very Fine; well struck and well centered on broad flan; nicely toned; 
good silver. Unusually nice for type. $350

28 SICILY. Himera. Circa 450-420 B.C. Æ Hemilitron. 17.34 gm. 26 mm. A facing Gorgon head with its tongue sticking out at the viewer / 
Six pellets. Calciati I: p 25: 1/2. SNG Cop 313-314. Very Fine; bold obverse; deep olive patina. $200

29 THRACE. Thasos. After 148 B.C. AR tetradrachm. 16.71 gm. 37 mm. Head wreathed with ivy of young Dionysos right / Herakles 
standing left with club held upright by outstretched right hand, lion skin held over left arm, monogram, and legends around. BMC Thrace 
72. Good Very Fine; lightly toned; nicely detailed and excellent style portrait; struck on broad flan. $1250
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30 THESSALY. Larissa. Mid 4th century BC. AR drachm. 6.05 gm. 20 mm. Head of the nymph Larissa three-quarter facing left wearing 
pendant earring and plain necklace; border of dots / Horse with straight legs feeding right on solid ground line; in exergue. Herrmann pl. 
VI, 2. Cf. CNG 255: 77 (same dies). Ex BCD Thessaly (tags and photos included). Near Extremely Fine; well centered and bold, high relief 
on a generous flan; fresh surfaces underlying light toning with rose highlights. A scarce type with the full ethnic in the exergue.   
 $2000 

31 THESSALY. Larissa. Late 4th century BC. Æ dichalkon. 3.67 gm. 18 mm. Head of nymph Larissa right wearing pendant earring, her 
hair rolled up around her head; linear border / Crouching horse r., about to roll; LARI above, N[ΩIA] in the exergue. Rogers 293, fig. 141 
var. [the exergue legend not retrograde]. Ex BCD Thessaly. Good Very Fine; attractive brown-green patina.  $250  

32 THESSALIAN LEAGUE. Ca 196-146 B.C. AR double victoriatus. 5.93 gm. Head of Zeus crowned with oak, right / Athena Itonia 
facing right, a spear at ready and holding a shield; QESSA | LWN in vertical lines front and back; ..IPPOL | OCOS across the line formed 
by the spear. As SNG Cop 269ff. BMC Thessaly--. SNG Lockett --. Good Very Fine; choice, well centered, well struck and of excellent 
style on a broad flan. $500

33 AKARNANIA. Federal Coinage (Akarnanian Confederacy). Circa 300-167 BC. Æ 21m. 5.52 gm. Helmeted head of Athena left / Bearded 
head of a man-headed bull (the river-god Achelous) left, trident above. SNG Copenhagen 423. Good Fine / Good Very Fine, bold and well 
centered man-headed bull, glossy brown patina; all on a broad flan. Scarce and appealing coin. $300  
Ex Thomas D. Walker (with tag).

34 ATTICA. Athens. Ca. 350-294 B.C. AR tetradrachm. 17.14 gm. 20 mm. Helmeted head of Athena right, with profile eye / Owl standing 
right, head facing; olive sprig and crescent behind; AQ[E] in front; all within incuse square. Kroll 15. (J. Kroll, The Athenian Agora. 1993.) 
SNG Copenhagen 63. Good Very Fine; deep strike; toned; minor reverse die rust. Attractive example of later style issue. $650 

 The BCD Collection of Coins of the Peloponnesos: a high quality offering  

 The Peloponnesos is the large peninsula connected to the mainland of Greece by the Isthmus of Corinth. A vast area of over 8000 square 
miles, with some fertile areas but mostly mountainous and poor, it is a locus of Greek history, culture and conflict. The BCD Collection 
was formed over four decades of passionate and knowledgeable commitment, producing the largest and most complete study of these 
coins ever formed. A definitive offering of the collection was sold by LHS Numismatics of Zurich in their Auction LHS 96, 8-9 May 2006, 
“Coins of Peloponnesos: The BCD Collection,”  which has become the de facto standard reference used throughout numismatics, and is 
the primary reference cited here.

 The coins offered below are all from the BCD Collection with, in most cases, his distinctive and interesting provenance tags and often 
his signature photographs. We were fortunate to be able to purchase many high quality BCD coins, and offer you a rare opportunity to 
acquire some of them for your own collections. We limited our offering here to high quality and important coins, many of them exceedingly 
rare, covering the entire region, from Megaris in the north down through Phliasia, Sikyonia, Achaia and the Achaian League, Elis with 
the impressive coins of Olympia, Messenia, Lakonia, Argolis and Arkadia. These coins provide a direct tie to the origins of Western 
civilization, touching on Greek mythology and its gorgeous art.

 Over many years as professional numismatists, we have learned that opportunities to handle coins from great collections are rare events. For 
a brief while, coins from large collections seem plentiful. This is a temporary ripple in the market place and what seemed plentiful for a while 
is soon rare and seldom seen again. Furthermore, owning some BCD coins makes one truly part of numismatic history.  We hope you enjoy 
our offering and find some things you would like to acquire.

35 MEGARIS. Megara. Second quarter of the 3rd Century B.C. Æ dichalkon. 2.33 gm. 17 mm. Prow of a galley left; MEGA above / Two 
dolphins swimming upward, a tripod between; border of dots. Pozzi 3631. BCD Peloponnesos 17. Good Very Fine; hairline flan crack; 
glossy green and black patina. Comparable to the BCD piece in the LHS sale.  $200 

36 PELOPONESSOS. PHLIASIA. Phlious. Ca 430 BC. AR hemidrachm. 2.41 gm. 14 mm. Bull, with central garland, kneeling right, 
head left/ Large F, with central pellet, in dotted square with pellet in each corner; all within incuse square. BCD Peloponnesos 82. Fine; 
especially pleasing reverse. Extremely rare.  $150   
Acquired from Frank Kovacs, April 1974, $50.

37 PHILASIA. Phlious. Early to mid 4th Century B.C. AR obol. .70 gm. 12 mm. Forepart of a bull butting left, head lowered and turned to 
face the viewer / Large F surrounded by four pellets outlining a square. BCD Peloponessos 102. Very Fine; beautifully toned. Rare.  
 $400   
Acquired from Spink, April 1984, £200.

38 PHLIASIA. Phlious. Early to mid 4th Century B.C. Æ chalkous. 1.70 gm. 13 mm. Bull butting left, head lowered and turned to face 
the viewer / Large central F, pellet beside. BCD Peloponnesos 129 var. BMC Peloponessus 34:13 var. Very Fine; well centered with an 
attractive dark brown-green patina. Rare.  $200  

39 SIKYONIA. Sikyon. Ca 431-400 B.C. AR hemiobol. .37 gm. 10 mm. Lion at bay left, S below / Dove flying left. BMC 35. Lustrous nearly 
Extremely Fine; high relief; some field marks. Very rare. Not in BCD Peloponnesos. Charming minim. $400 

40 SIKYONIA. Sikyon. Ca 360-330 BC. AR obol. .76 gm. 12 mm Dove alighting left / Dove alighting left, a fillet in its beak. BCD 
Peloponessos 244. Good Very Fine; lightly toned. This is the only one of the entire series to have the alighting dove on the reverse.  
 $250  
Ex Tom McKenna (27 January 1989), lot 28, $129.

41 SIKYONIA. Sikyon. Ca 370-340/30 BC. AR obol .95 gm. 12 mm. Dove alighting right; S above tail / Dove flying right; E above tail. BCD 
Peloponnesos 247. Warren, Kato 23 (this coin). Near Extremely Fine, lustrous surfaces, lightly toned with blue and gold highlighting the 
designs.  $400 
Ex 1980 Kato Klitoria Hoard (CH VII, 147).
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42 SIKYONIA. Sikyon. Ca 360-330 B.C. AR obol. .85 gm. 11 mm. Laureate head of Apollo right, hair falling in locks down the back of his 
neck / Dove flying left, SI (retrograde) above tail. BCD Peloponnesos 262. BMC 167. Good Very Fine; slight porosity. Lovely style and 
perfect centering on unusually full flan.  $500  

43 SIKYONIA. Sikyon. Ca 340-320 B.C. AR obol. .90 gm. 11 mm. Laureate head of Apollo right, hair falling in locks down the back of his 
neck / Dove flying right, SI above tail. BCD Peloponnesos 258. BMC 166. KK 34. Beautifully toned About Extremely Fine, a splendid 
example “of lovely style, with a superb head of Apollo”  $750  
Acquired Baldwin (October 1977, £35).

44 SIKYONIA. Sikyon. Ca late 330s B.C. AR stater. 11.87 gm. 28.5 mm. Chimaera moving to left on ground line, right paw raised, SE below 
body between legs; wreath above to right/ A dove flying left with wings open above and below; A below dove’s neck; all within olive wreath 
tied on the right and with branches entwined on the left. BCD Peloponesos 220. Good Very Fine, lightly toned, minor porosity. This coin 
is from the last issue of staters struck by Sicyon. $1200  

45 SIKYONIA. Sikyon. Ca 330-310 B.C. Æ dichalkon. 4.86 gm. 17 mm. Dove flying left / Olive wreath; in center, smaller wreath with ME 
below. Warren, Bronze, Group 5, 1st series, 5.3a. BCD Peloponnesos 307.9. Warren, Updating, 1998: 169 (this coin). About Extremely 
Fine; well centered; glossy olive green and brown patina. Rare by virtue of condition.  $400  
 (Warren, J. “Updating (and Downdating) the Autonomous Bronze Coinage of Sikyon.” In Ashton & Hurter: Studies in Greek Numismatics in memory of 
Martin Jessop Price. Spink. 1998).

46 SIKYONIA. Sikyon. Circa 330/20-280 BC. AR triobol. 2.81 gm. 16.5 mm. Chimaera standing left, raising forepaw; E below / Dove flying 
left; O above tail. BCD Peloponnesos 301.4 (same rev. die). Near Extremely Fine, attractive old toning with aqua and magenta highlights, 
minor metal flaw on reverse. Good style. Well centered, sharply struck, and choice. $750  

47 ACHAIAN LEAGUE. Sikyon. Ca 90-60 B.C. AR triobol. 2.26 gm. 15 mm. Dove flying left / Large S; monogram left; winged kerykeion 
(caduceus) right. BCD Peloponnesos 349. Good Very Fine; well centered, beautiful style, attractive cabinet toning.   $450   
Acquired from Brian Kritt, Dec 1991, $100.

48 SIKYONIA. Sikyon. Ca 100-60 BC. Æ chalkous. 3.15 gm. 17 mm. Dove flying left; ALEX above wing, WN above tail (Alexon, magistrate) / 
I within wreath. Warren, Bronze 10.4. BCD Peloponnesos 337. Good Very Fine. Superb, beautifully struck, glossy chocolate brown patina. 
Extremely rare by condition. NB note in BCD Peloponnesos at lot 337: “The vast majority of Sicyon’s bronze coinage are preserved in very 
worn condition; in fact, coins in better than ‘good fine’ are decidedly rare”. $300  
Ex Prof. James Brindley Collection, Sotheby’s 1 Oct 1987:794 (part) (the lot for £1150+16 1/2%).

49 SIKYONIA. Sikyon. Ca 90-60 B.C. Æ trichalkon. 3.49 gm. 17 mm. Laureate head of Apollo right / Dove flying left holding fillet in its 
beak; AINEA above wing, SI above tail. Warren, Group 12.1. BCD Peloponessos 352. Very Fine; well centered on full flan; attractive green 
patina.  $200  
Acquired from C. J. Martin, April 1984.

50 ACHAIA. Aigeira. Ca 40-30 BC. Æ tetrachalkon. 4.00 gm. 18 mm. Female bust right, veiled and draped; AIGIRATAN in front/ Deer 
standing right; LA before; all within wreath. BCD Peloponnesos 410. Very Fine; glossy black patina.  $200 

 BCD Pelop page 115: “The uncertain veiled female has a surprising similarity to what ought to be contemporary issues of Patrae with a bust of Cleopatra” 
(see lot 52 below). Hainzmann, 1991, p. 202, suggests Iphigenia, daughter of Agamemnon. And BCD notes, “surely the ‘authorities’ at the time were trying to 
flatter Cleopatra by fashioning portraits of goddesses or nymphs in her guise.” Ex Cabinet Numismatique Peiresc (25 November 1995), lot 110 (part). 

51 ACHAIA. Patrai. Ca. 45-40 B.C. Æ hexachalkon. 6.65 gm. 22 mm. Head of Herakles right, hair bound with a taenia / Athena walking 
right holding a shield and spear, an owl in front and Patrae monogram behind; legend around. BMC Peloponessus 22:8-11. BCD 
Peloponessos 509ff. Very Fine; attractive glossy dark green patina.  $250  
Ex Glendinning’s 24 Sept 1975, lot 390 (part). 

52 ACHAIA. Patrai. Ca 30 B.C. AR hemidrachm. 2.14 gm. 17 mm. Damasius son of Agesilaus, magistrate. Diademed head of Cleopatra as 
Aphrodite right, wearing stephanos, portion of a circle of dots in front / Wreath with legend, DA | MACIAC; Patrae monogram below. 
SNG Copenhagen 154. BCD Peloponesos 525-8 (this piece better style). Nearly Extremely Fine; cabinet toning; most artistic dies; top of 
head weakly struck; fresh surfaces. Lovely coin. $1000  
Acquired from Marcus Weder, Spring 1989. Hand written old note included commenting that the piece was “beautifully struck from high quality dies.” The 
head of Aphrodite is considered to be based on Cleopatra VII. The coin was probably issued in conjunction with Mark Antony’s preparations for war with 
Octavian.

53 ACHAIA. Pellene. Circa 340-320 BC. AR hemidrachm. 2.68 gm. 15 mm. Laureate head of Apollo right; PE ligature monogram behind, 
L below neck/ PEL within laurel wreath. BCD Peloponnesos 587-8 (same dies). BMC 3. SNG Cop 210. Good Very Fine; attractive old 
tone; light porosity; area of flat strike. Excellent style. Rare.  $700  
Ex M&M, October 1990. 

 The following listing of nine different cities of the Achaean League presents a rare opportunity to fill out a 
fascinating collection of this region with coins with the impeccable BCD provenance.

54 ACHAIAN LEAGUE. Corinth. Circa 160-146 BC. AR hemidrachm. 2.40 gm. 16 mm. Laureate head of Zeus left / Monogram of the 
Achaian League; above, Pegasos flying right above PA monogram; all within laurel wreath. BCD Peloponnesos 73.1. Agrinion Hoard 
579b (same dies). Good Very Fine; attractive old toning; well struck. $800 

55 ACHAIAN LEAGUE. Elis. Ca 175-168 B.C. AR hemidrachm. 2.34 gm. 15 mm. Laureate head of Zeus right / Monogram of the Achaian 
League; FA above; in fields, A-N; all within laurel wreath. Agrinion 337c. BCD Peloponnesos 665.2. Good Very Fine; nice old toning over 
fresh metal. Lovely style.  $250  
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56 ACHAIAN LEAGUE. Kaphyai. Ca 160-146 BC. AR hemidrachm. 2.51 gm. 16 mm. Laureate head of Zeus right / Monogram of the 
Achaian League; above, MA monogram; in fields, K-A; below, helmeted head of Athena right; all within laurel wreath. Benner -; BCD 
Peloponnesos -. Agrinion Hoard -; Clerk 176, pl. VII, 3 var. Good Very Fine; attractive multihued toning. $350

57 ACHAIAN LEAGUE. Korone. Ca 195-188 BC. AR hemidrachm. 2.31 gm. 15 mm. Laureate head of Zeus left/ Monogram of the Achaian 
League; in fields, X - E; below, K - O; all within laurel wreath. BCD Peloponnesos 778-9. Agrinion Hoard, 312 (same obverse die). Very 
Fine, nicely toned. Very rare.  $300  
Acquired from Marcus Weder, Spring 1989. 

58 ACHAIAN LEAGUE. Mantinea in the name of Antigoneia. Circa 188-180 BC. AR hemidrachm 2.43 gm. 14 mm. Laureate head of Zeus 
right/ Monogram of the Achaian League; in fields, A-N; below, CW ; all within laurel wreath. BCD Peloponnesos 1492.2. Agrinion Hoard, 
p. 42, 370-392. Good Very Fine, lightly toned with golden hues.  $150  

59 ACHAIAN LEAGUE. Megara. 175-168 B.C. AR hemidrachm. 2.24 gm. 17 mm. Laureate head of Zeus right/ Achaian League 
monogram, kithara (lyre) above, H right, PO left, within laurel wreath. BCD Peloponnese 27.3. Agrinion 451 (these dies). Good Very Fine; 
fresh surfaces under attractive lustrous multihued toning.  $250   
(Thompson, M. The Agrinion Hoard. NNM 159. ANS 1968.) 

60 ACHAIAN LEAGUE. Messene. Ca 175-168 B.C. AR hemidrachm. 2.38 gm. 17 mm. Laureate head of Zeus right / Monogram of the 
Achaian League; above, OP; in fields, O-N; below, M; all within laurel wreath. Agrinion Hoard 325a (same dies). BCD Peloponnesos 
722.7 and 724. Good Very Fine on broad flan; fresh surfaces under toning with golden hue; small striking crack at 2.                                                      
Diakofto Hoard (IGCH 262). $350

61 ACHAIAN LEAGUE. Sikyon. Ca 160-146 B.C. AR hemidrachm. 2.43 gm. 16 mm. Laureate head of Zeus right, circle of dots around/ 
Laurel wreath, dove flying right (blundered strike). Cf. BCD Peloponessos 322.2. Agrinion hoard, 595. Good Very Fine; attractive high 
relief portrait; pleasing toning over fresh surfaces.  $250  
Ex Baldwin October 1993.

62 ACHAIAN LEAGUE. Tegea. Early 1st Century B.C. AR hemidrachm. 2.36 gm. 15 mm. Head of Zeus right/ Achaian monogram, but 
crossbar straight, not a crotch; T left, E right, all in laurel wreath. Cf. BMC Peloponessus 127-8. Cf. BCD Peloponessos 1744. Good Very 
Fine; marvelous style portrait, well centered; beautiful cabinet toning. Rare.  $350

63 ELIS. Olympia. 95th/97th Olympiad. 400/392 BC. AR stater. 11.41 gm. 25 mm. Hera mint. Head of Hera right, wearing ornamented 
stephanos; before chin, c/m: caduceus and DA within rectangular incuse / Flaming thunderbolt within wreath. BCD Olympia 88 (same 
obv. die). Near Very Fine; attractively toned and very pleasing. Rare.  $1500 

64 ELIS. Olympia. 103rd Olympiad. 368 BC. AR drachm. 5.55 gm. 20 mm. Hera mint. Head of Hera right, wearing stephane inscribed [H] P 
[A] / Eagle standing left, with his head turned back to right and his wings slightly raised, all within border of dots. BCD Olympia 113 (same 
rev. die). BMC 91. Jameson 1240. Near Very Fine; attractively toned. Very rare.  $800  
Ex Hirsch 55 (11 Dec 1967) lot 2139 ($95). 

65 ELIS. Olympia. 109th-110th Olympiad. 344/0 BC. AR hemidrachm. Hera mint. 2.71 gm. 16 mm. Head of Hera left, wearing stephane 
inscribed [FA] / Eagle standing right, head left, wings folded; to right, cut pomegranate; F A by head . BCD Olympia 182 (same dies). 1975 
Atalanti/North of Elis Hoard (CH II, 75). Fine; lightly toned. Very rare.  $250  

66 ELIS. Olympia. 111th-114th Olympiad. 336-324 BC. AR hemidrachm. 2.63 gm. 15 mm. Hera mint. Obverse die signed by D-. Head of the 
nymph Olympia left; D below neck / Eagle standing left, wings folded; to right, leaf and grape bunch on vine. BCD Olympia 195 (same 
dies). Fine; toned and attractive; good style. Very rare.  $350  
Ex Leu, “Bostonian collection,” October 1990.

67 ELIS. Olympia. 134th-143rd Olympiad. Ca 244-208 BC. AR drachm. 4.76 gm. 21 mm. Eagle flying right, holding hare with stiff legs below 
in its talons / Upright thunderbolt, F-A flanking, with wings below and double volutes above. BCD Olympia 238ff. BCD Peloponnesos 
657. Near Extremely Fine; rainbow toning over fresh surfaces with golden luster evident.  $1250 

68 ELIS. Olympia. Mid-late 3rd century B.C. Æ unit. 6.40 gm. 20 mm. Laureate head of Zeus right / Horse galloping right; AP above, 
FA in exergue. Moustaka, Fundmünzen -; SNG Copenhagen -; BMC -; Traité -; Pozzi -; Weber -; McClean -; Lindgren -. (This variety 
unpublished in the standard references.) BCD Olympia 340.6 var. Near Very Fine, glossy dark brown patina; pleasing. $200                   

69 ELIS. Olympia. Mid 2nd century BC. Æ. 4.40 gm. 20mm. Laureate head of Zeus right; H below neck / Ethnic within wreath; monogram 
below. BCD Olympia 301 var. (no monogram) and 304 var. (no H); BCD Peloponnesos 672 var. (no monogram); Moustaka, Fundmünzen 
-; SNG Copenhagen 447 var. (no H); Lindgren 1657 var. (E below neck). Near Extremely Fine, deep strike, glossy dark green-brown, 
almost black, patina; broad but oblong flan. This variety unpublished in the standard references.  $150  

70 MESSENIA. Messene. 80s to 30s B.C. AR hemidrachm. 2.41 gm. 16 mm. Diademed head of Zeus right/ Tripod; M - S | PO - LU | KL 
- HS. BMC 15. BCD Peloponessos 753. Near Extremely Fine; beautifully toned; fresh and of good style. Rare.  $1000 

71 MESSENIA. Messene. Augustus. 27 BC-AD 14. Æ hemiobol or hexichalkon. 5.94 gm. 21 mm. Ca. 20s BC or slightly later: Countermark 
struck on a Messene hemiobol or hexichalkon of the magistrate Nikarchos, 40s-30s BC (Grandjean Série XI, Em. , 484 [D275/R435]). 
Head of Demeter right, wearing grain ear wreath; c/m: bare head of Augustus right, X below, all in oval indent (Howgego 57) / Zeus 
Ithomatas standing right, holding scepter and eagle; NIKAPXOC down left, to right, ME monogram above tripod and wreath. 
Grandjean p. 178, first countermarked specimen cited (this coin). BCD Peloponnesos 758. Coin Fine, countermark Very Fine; green patina. 
Rare. $200  
Purchased from Leu, January 1979; from the old stock of Jacob Hirsch, with his ticket. 
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72 ARGOLIS. Argos. Ca 470-430 B.C. AR triobol. 2.77 gm. 15 mm. Forepart of a wolf at bay, left, front legs extended forward, head level /
Shallow incuse square; A with a pellet below the cross bar in the bottom half, shallow square incuses in the top half. SNG Cop 2. Cf BCD 
Peloponessos 1022ff. Very Fine, lightly toned. Very Rare.  $350  
Ex Sotheby’s 12 May 1983, lot 242 (part). 

73 ARGOLIS. Argos. Circa 450-430/20 BC. AR triobol. 2.99 gm. 14 mm (thick flan). Forepart of wolf at bay left; SO ( retrograde) above 
/ Large A; two small incuse squares above, S (facing downward) below crossbar; all within shallow square incuse. BCD Peloponnesos 
1032.4. SNG Lockett 2494 = Pozzi 1896 (this coin). Ex BCD. About Extremely Fine; beautifully cabinet toned, boldly struck, and most 
attractive. Excessively rare, and even more so in this condition (cf. BCD note in BCD Peloponnesos:1032.4).  $1000  
Purchased from Spink December 1982, £120. Ex Numismatic Circular LXXXV.7-8 (July-August 1977), no. 6474; Richard Cyril Lockett Collection 
(Glendining, 27 May 1959), lot 1988 (part of); Prof. S. Pozzi Collection (Naville-Ars Classica I, 14 March 1921), lot 1896. 

74 ARGOLIS. Argos. Ca 420/10-370 BC. AR triobol. 3.69 gm. 14 mm. Forepart of wolf right, both legs extended forward but with the right 
raised and with head held level as if prowling / Large A, two small incuse squares above, P to left, chelys below crossbar; all in shallow 
concave circle. BCD Peloponnesos 1051. Ex BCD. Beautifully toned Very Fine; roseate blue and orange highlights. Very rare.   
 $500

75 ARGOLIS. Argos. After 330 B.C. AR obol. .73 gm. 10 mm. Head of a wolf right / Shallow incuse square; large A; P-R above, a club right 
horizontal below. BMC Peloponessos 143:93. BCD Peloponessos 1085. Good Very Fine, slight porosity; attractive gray with blue and 
orange highlights.  $500  

76 ARGOLIS. Argos. Ca 80s-50s B.C. AR triobol. 2.30 gm. 18 mm. Forepart of massive wolf at bay to left, both legs extended forward and 
with head held level / Large A within shallow incuse square, an eagle with closed wings standing right on a thunderbolt just under the cross 
bar; I - E at top corners; F - W just underneath NO - S in bottom corners. BMC Peloponessus 1345: 114 & 115. BCD Peloponessos 1177. 
(This type typically struck in haste; the eagle is similar to the eagle connected to Antony and Cleopatra but there is nothing to support this 
as one of their issues.) Near Extremely Fine with lustrous toning, small area of flat striking.  $350  
Ex Glendining, 23 April 70, lot 107 (part). 

77 ARGOLIS. Argos. Ca 270-250 B.C. Æ dichalkon. 3.39 gm. 18 mm. Head of Hera right, wearing stephane/ Athena Alkis (SNG Cop) or 
Pallas (BMC) fighting left. SNG Cop 57-8. BMC Peloponessus 144:106-8. Cf. BCD Peloponessos 1100-1104. Good Very Fine; glossy 
brown patina.  $250  
Bought at the Munich Coin Fair (26 April 1975) for 80 DM.

78 ARGOLIS. Argos. Late 1st Century - 80 B.C. Æ dichalkon. 2.67 gm. 15 mm. Laureate head of Apollo right/ Wolf at bay right, AXP 
monogram above. SNG Cop 68. Cf. BCD Peloponessos 1149-50. Good Very Fine; dark green patina. $250  
Acquired from Maison Platt, June 1971.

 Asklepios, two busts—the earliest and a middle issue—from the small issue, early Hellenistic coinage of Epidaurus.

79 ARGOLIS. Epidauros. Ca late 290-270 B.C. AR hemidrachm; earliest style bust. AR 1.86 gm. 15 mm. Laureate head of Asklepios left/ EP 
monogram within a wreath. BCD Peloponessos 1226-7 (same dies). Very Fine, toned and attractive. Rare. $850  
Ex Edward J. Waddell Ltd., $1,250. BCD note: “Unusually light but not plated!” 

80 ARGOLIS. Epidauros. Ca late 280-260 B.C. AR hemidrachm. AR 2.64 gm. 15 mm. Laureate head of Asklepios left / EP monogram 
within a wreath; four point star countermark or punch. SNG Cop 116. BCD Peloponessos 1232-3 (same dies). Good Very Fine; attractive 
old toning. Interesting four-point star countermark or punch on reverse.  $850  

81 ARGOLIS. Epidauros. About mid-3rd Century B.C. Æ chalkous. 1.46 gm. 12 mm. Head of Asklepios right / A laurel wreath, tied at the 
bottom; E in center; P (partially off) at bottom below tie. Cf. SNG Cop 120. BCD Peloponessos 1247 (same obverse die). Near Extremely 
Fine; well centered and of superior style; attractive glossy dark green patina. Choice coin.  $350  
Acquired from Brian Kritt, January 1987, $50. 

82 ARGOLIS. Hermione. Circa 360-320/10 BC. AR triobol. 2.75 gm. 15 mm. Wreathed head of Demeter Chthonia left / EP monogram 
within wreath of grain ears. BCD Peloponnesos 1286-93. Toned Very Fine; well centered, good metal, lovely style. Very rare.                   
Ex Gorny & Mosch 122 (10 March 2003), lot 1350, €360+. $850

83 ARKADIA. Arkadian League. Circa 460-450 BC. AR hemidrachm. 2.88 gm. 17 mm. Mantinea mint. Zeus Lykaios seated left, holding 
scepter; eagle flying left from his hand / Head of Kallisto left, wearing tainia, within incuse square. Williams, Confederate. Period III, 232 
(O158/R145). BCD Peloponnesos (Mantinea) -; SNG Copenhagen 168 (same dies). Toned Very Fine; good metal with fresh surfaces, 
luster traces and multihued toning; well centered; early die failure indications creating dramatic die breaks on reverse; marvelous style. Very 
rare.  $1000  
Ex C. J. Martin FPL (September-October 1988), no. G20, £235.

84 ARKADIA. Arkadian League. Ca 330-275 BC. AR obol. 0.87 g,m. 11 mm. Megalopolis mint. Horned head of Pan left; I behind / League 
monogram above syrinx; I to left. BCD Peloponnesos (Megalopolis) 1524. Good Very Fine; pale golden toning; a little porous.  
Ex Glendining’s (8 November 1979) lot 380 (part). $300

85 ARKADIA. Arkadian League. Ca 320-275 B.C. AR triobol. 2.65 gm. 18 mm. Megalopolis mint. Laureate head of Zeus left / Pan seated 
left, AP monogram left, M right. SNG Cop 191. BCD Peloponessos 1528. Very Fine; lightly toned, well centered and attractive. $350  
Ex C. H. III (1977), 32, fig. 11,3 (this coin).

86 ARKADIA. Arkadian League. Ca 320-270 B.C. AR triobol. 2.44 gm. 18 mm. Megalopolis mint. Laureate head of Zeus left / Pan seated 
left on a rock; AP monogram in field left, D behind. Dengate Period I (ANS Museum Notes 13). SNG Cop 191. BCD Peloponessos 1530. 
Ex BCD. Good Very Fine; fine style, darkly toned and attractive. Rare.  $400
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87 ARKADIA. Kleitor. Circa 370-350 BC. AR obol. 0.82 gm. 12 mm. Helmeted head of Athena right / Bridled horse galloping right, with 
trailing rein. BCD Peloponnesos 1422 (same dies?). Warren, Kato Klitoria Hoard (1980) 69 (this coin). Lustrous minty near Extremely 
Fine, good metal; obverse slightly off center; reverse die beginnings of failure. Sweet little coin. Very rare.  $650  
1980 Kato Klitoria Hoard (CH VII, 147), 69 (this coin). 

88 ARKADIA. Kleitor. Ca late 4th Century - early mid-3rd Century. AR triobol. 2.61 gm. 15 mm. Rayed head of Helios facing, cloak tied 
around his neck / A bull butting to the right; KLH above. BCD Peloponessos 1429. Good Very Fine, beautifully toned, and of exquisite 
style; attractive coin with good metal. Rare.  $1000  
Acquired Spink, March 1981, £115.

89 ARKADIA. Mantinea. Ca 340-320 BC. AR obol. 0.75 gm. 11 mm. Head of Athena in crestless Corinthian helmet right / M, pelleted circle 
around. BCD Peloponnesos 1483. Toned Very Fine, well centered. Very rare.  $250  
Ex Dr. J.S. Wilkinson Collection (Malter 49, 15 November 1992), lot 601.

90 ARKADIA. Orchomenos. Ca 360-340. Æ dichalkon. 4.86 gm. 17 mm. Artemis kneeling right, holding a bow in her left hand, a hound 
seated behind her/ Kalisto, shot with an arrow, falling back from a seated position left on a rock, the infant Arkas lying on his back below. 
SNG Copenhagen 265. BCD Peoloponessos 1575. Very Fine; glossy green patina. Rare.  $250 

 Illustrating the myth of Kallisto: Artemis kneels just after firing her bow; reverse. the stricken Kallisto, collapsing by her infant Arkas.

91 ARKADIA. Pheneos. Ca 370-340 BC. Æ chalkous. 2.34 gm. 13 mm. Bust of young Hermes right, cloak tied at neck, petasos slung behind 
neck / Ram standing right; kerykeion above. BCD Peloponnesos 1609.1. Good Very Fine; attractive dark green patina. Rare.   
 $250 

92 ARKADIA. Pheneos. Ca 300-240 B.C. Æ dichalkon. 4.21 gm. 17 mm. Bust of Artemis Heurippa right, wearing a laurel wreath and with 
a bow and quiver at her shoulder/ A mare feeding right; FENEWN above; AP mongram between legs; HP mongram below exergue line. 
BMC Peloponessus 195:24. BCD Peloponessos 1626. Good Very Fine; attractive glossy green patina; well centered and well struck. A 
pretty example, of a superior style, as BCD Pelop 1626. Rare.  $350  

93 ARKADIA. Psophis. Ca 490-460 B.C. AR obol. 0.83 gm. 10.5 mm. Forepart of the Keryneian Hind right / Fish right; archaic YO below; 
all transversely within incuse square with rayed sides. BCD Peloponnesos 1663 (same dies). Good Very Fine, attractively toned, with a bold 
high relief strike. Extremely rare.  $400

 This extremely rare coin is from the city of Psophis, in the verdant region where Herakles captured both the Erymanthian boar and the Keryneian hind (a 
doe with golden horns and bronze hooves). The fish of the nearby river Aroanias (probably a type of trout) was famous for being able to cry like a bird.  

94 ARKADIA. Tegea. Ca 370-350 B.C. Æ dichalkon. 3.91 gm. 16 mm. Helmeted head of Athena Alea right, helmet decorated with Triton 
hurling a rock / Owl standing right, head facing, on almost vertical olive branch.BCD Peloponnesos 1728. Very Fine; well struck; dark 
green with red patina. Rare.  $250  

95 ARKADIA. Tegea. Ca mid 3rd Century B.C. Æ dichalkon. 2.98 gm. 18 mm. Head of Athena front facing slightly right, wearing crested 
helmet and necklace / The infant Telephos kneeling right, suckled by a doe standing left, head turned back towards the boy; TEGEA above. 
Cf. BMC Peloponessos 202:14. BCD Peloponnesos 1736. Near Very Fine; pleasing example of a rare and difficult coin. Very rare.   
 $250  
Acquired from M&M, January 84, from “an old English collection.”

 (This concludes the section of  BCD Collection of coins of the Peloponnesos.)

96 MYSIA. Kyzikos. 480-450 B.C. AR obol. .77 gm. 10 mm. Forepart of a running boar left, a tunny fish behind / Head of a roaring lion left, 
retrograde K upper left. BMCMysia 34:121. SNG Cop 50ff. Extremely Fine; well centered and well struck on good metal. Exceptional for 
type. $200

97 AEOLIS. Kyme. After 190 B.C. AR tetradrachm. 16.88 gm. 36 mm. Diademed head of the Amazon Kyme right/ Horse standing right, a 
wreath around, a vase with one handle below; DHMHTRIOS (magistrate ca. 160-140 BC) below, KUMAIWN beside. BMC Aeolis 112:76. 
SNG Cop 105 (but different magistrate). Near Extremely Fine; lightly toned with luster in the devices; good style; well centered on a broad 
flan. $1200

98 AIOLIS. Temnos. Alexander I. 188-170 B.C. AR tetradrachm. 16.68 gm. 34 mm. Head of Herakles in lion skin right/ Zeus on a throne 
facing left; a wine jug (oenoche) with grape vines with two grape clusters over it in field left. Price 1690. Good Very Fine, marvelous style, 
multihued luster in devices, all on a broad flan; unusual and attractive symbol. Beautiful coin. $1500

99 IONIA. Miletos. Late 6th Century B.C. AR 12th. 1.19 gm. Lion’s mane and foreleg right / Star ornament in incuse square. SNG von 
Aulock. 2082. SGC 3532. Extremely Fine, boldly struck, beautifully toned and well centered, an impressive stylistic depiction of the lion’s 
head on this interesting little coin. $200

100 CILICIA. Kelenderis. 425-400 B.C. AR Stater. 10.72 gm. 21 mm. Youthful nude rider seated sideways on a horse, holding the reins with 
his left hand and a goad in his right / A goat kneeling left, its head turned back to the right; KELEN above. SNG Paris (Cilicie) 75. Good 
Very Fine to near Extremely Fine; well centered; slight softness in the obverse strike; flan flaw or die break above the horse’s head; lightly 
toned, with rainbow luster around the goat. The bearded goat is well struck with particularly strong details on the face; fresh and appealing 
coin. $1250

101 CILICIA, Tarsos. Tarkumuwa (Datames). Satrap of Cilicia and Cappadocia, 384-361/0 BC. AR stater. 10.11 gm. 23 mm. Female head 
facing slightly left / Helmeted and bearded male head (Ares?) right. SNG France 258-70. SNG Levante 79. Near Extremely Fine; 
attractive find patina; bold strike, edge split, interesting minor die break on reverse. Impressive coin. $750

102 INDO-SCYTHIANS. Azes. Circa 58-12 BC. AR Drachm 2.43 gm. 16 mm. King on horseback right, holding whip; Karosthi Mu to right / 
Pallas standing facing, adjusting helmet and holding shield on left arm, spear over back. Senior 90.42D. Good Extremely Fine; bold strike. 
Attractive toning over fresh surfaces. A visually exciting coin. $400
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 romAn silver And bronze coins

103 ROMAN REPUBLIC. L. Papius. Ca 79 B.C. AR denarius. 3.64 gm. Head of Juno Sospita right, symbol, a greave, behind / A gryphon 
galloping right, symbol, a metal worker’s hammer below; L PAPI in exergue. BMC 3029. RSC Papia 1. Near Extremely Fine; attractive 
old toning. $350

104 ROMAN REPUBLIC. L. Lucretius Trio. 76 B.C. AR denarius. 4.06 gm. 20 mm. Head of Neptune right, trident behind / Winged 
Genius on a dolphin right; L LVCRETI | TRIO below. RSC Lucretia 3. C. 390/2. Syd. 784. Good Very Fine; pleasing light old toning 
over attractive surfaces, blue and orange luster traces in devices; particularly well centered, and a charming type. $350

105 Julius Caesar. AR denarius. 3.86 gm. 20 mm. Italy. 49 B.C. Elephant right, trunk raised, trampling a snake in front; CAESAR in exergue / 
Religious paraphernalia. SRC 1399. RSC 49. Good Very Fine; attractive old toning. $900

106 Augustus. 27 B.C - A.D. 14. AR denarius. 3.58 gm. 19 mm. Rome. 7-6 B.C. His laureate head right; CAESAR AVGVSTVS DIVI F 
PATER PATRIAE; legend begins at 6 / Caius and Lucius Caesar resting hands on a shield, ceremonial instruments in background; 
AVGVSTI F COS DESIG PRINC IVVENT around; C L CAESARES in exergue. RIC 207. RSC 43. Very Fine; attractive blue-gray 
tone. $300 

107 Augustus. 27 B.C - A.D. 14. AR denarius, struck once, the reverse die rotated 180 degrees and then struck again. 3.64 gm. 20 mm. 
Rome. 7-6 B.C. His laureate head right; CAESAR AVGVSTVS - DIVI F PATER PATRIAE; legend begins at 6 / Caius and Lucius 
Caesar resting hands on a shield, ceremonial instruments in background; AVGVSTI F COS DESIG PRINC IVVENT around; C L 
CAESARES in exergue. RIC 207. RSC 43. Very Fine; lightly toned, broad flan; unusual and interesting mint error. $200

108 Augustus. 27 B.C - A.D. 14. Denarius fourré. 2.09 gm. 18 mm. Rome. 7-6 B.C. His laureate head right; CAESAR AVGVSTVS DIVI 
F PATER PATRIAE; legend begins at 6 / Caius and Lucius Caesar resting hands on a shield, ceremonial instruments in background; 
AVGVSTI F COS DESIG PRINC IVVENT around; C L CAESARES in exergue. RIC 207. RSC 43. Good Very Fine; attractively 
toned; break in silver coating on obverse, and four holes on reverse showing copper core. Good style and well centered. $200

109 Tiberius. A.D. 14-37. AR denarius. 3.55 gm. 18 mm. His laureate head right; TI CAESAR DIVI AVG F AVGVSTVS around / Livia 
seated right on a chair with ornate legs; PONTIF MAXIM around. RIC 30. SRC 16b. Near Very Fine; many light scratches on both 
sides, but well centered, lightly toned, and attractive nonetheless. An inexpensive “Tribute Penny”. $300

110 Claudius or Nero. MACEDON. Philippi. Ca A.D. 41-68. Æ. 5.07 gm. 20 mm. Pseudo-autonomous issue. The Battle of Philippi. Nike 
standing left on base, holding wreath and palm / Three standards. RPC I 1651; SNG ANS 674 (Time of Augustus). Good Very Fine; 
attractive glossy black patina; well centered and sharply struck. Very nice for this interesting historical issue. $200

111 Vespasian. A.D. 69-79. AR denarius. 2.80 gm. “Judaea Capta” issue. Rome mint. Struck ca. December AD 69 - early AD 70. His laureate 
head right; IMP CAESAR VESPASIANVS AVG / Judea in mourning, seated right, a trophy behind; IVDAEA. RIC II 2; Hendin 1479; 
RSC 226. Very Fine; nicely toned, on a cramped flan. Reverse is well centered with the full legend. $200               
Ex Antiquity Imports (Steve Rubinger in Minneapolis before NFA) with tag.

112 Vespasian. A.D. 69-79. JUDAEA. Herodians. Agrippa II, with Vespasian. Æ. 16.56 gm. 30 mm. Circa 50-100 CE. Caesarea Paneas mint. 
Dated RY 27 (75/6 CE) of Agrippa II s first era. Laureate head of Vespasian right / Tyche standing left, holding grain ears and cornucopia; 
star to upper left, ETOV - KZ (date) across field. Meshorer 166; Hendin 1288; RPC II 2283. Very Fine; earthen red-brown patina. 
Attractive. $350

113 Titus. A.D. 79-81. AR denarius. 3.47 gm. 19 mm. Rome Mint. A.D. 80. His laureate head right; IMP TITVS CAES VESPASIAN AVG 
P M around / Winged thunderbolt resting across the top of a square seat adorned with a tassled cloth that hangs down in fold; TR P IX 
IMP XV COS VIII P P around. RIC 119. RSC 316. Good Very Fine; well struck with an attractive portrait; old toning. $400

114 Titus. A.D. 79-81. Æ. 12.25 gm. 23 mm. “Judea Capta” issue. Caesarea Maritama mint. Laureate head of Titus right; AVTOKP [TIT OS 
KAISAP] / Trophy, Judea sitting on the ground left, mourning. Hendin 1449. Fine to near Very Fine; attractively patinated; porosity; main 
images clear. $150

115 Antoninus Pius. A.D. 138-161. Æ dupondius. 10.28 gm. 24 mm. Rome mint. Struck A.D. 154-155. Radiate head right / Britannia seated left 
on rock, shield and vexillum behind; BRITANNIA COS IIII S.C. RIC III 930. S(Eng) 645. Very Fine; brown and green patina, slight 
porosity. $200

116 Faustina Senior (I), Wife of Antoninus Pius. Æ sestertius. 25.64 gm. 32 mm. Rome mint. Struck after her death in A.D. 141. Her draped 
bust right, hair waved and coiled on top of her head; DIVA FAVSTINA / Aeternitas seated left holding a globe with a phoenix on it in her 
outstretched right hand and a scepter with her left hand; AETER NITAS; S C. RIC 1103a. Good Very Fine; exceptional style and quality. 
Ex Niclovitz Collection sold in 1925 by L. Hamburger (Frankfurt). $2000

117 Marcus Aurelius. As Caesar under Antoninus Pius. 139-161 A.D. AR denarius. 3.09 gm. 17 mm. Rome mint. Struck A.D. 140-144 . His 
youthful bare head right; AVRELIVS CAES ARAVG PII F COS / Symbols of priesthood; PIETAS AVG. RIC (Antoninus Pius) 424a. 
Very Fine; attractive light toning over pleasant surfaces; well centered portrait. $100
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118 Marcus Aurelius. A.D. 161-180. AR denarius. 3.30 gm. 19 mm. Dec 170-Dec 171. His laureate and draped bust right; M ANTONINVS 
AVG TR P XXV around / Roma seated left with shield depicting the twins and spear; IMP VI COS III around. RSC 279; RIC 242. 
Extremely Fine. $150

119 Marcus Aurelius. A.D. 161-180. Æ sestertius. 25.35 gm. 31 mm. Rome mint. Struck A.D. Dec 173 - June 174. His laureate head right; M 
ANTONINIVS AVG TR P XXVIII / Jupiter seated on a throne left, holding Victory on his outstretched right hand and a scepter with 
his left hand; IMP VI COS III S C. RIC 1096. Good Very Fine; well centered; glossy brown and green patina. $500

120 Lucilla, Wife of Lucius Verus. A.D. 161-169. AR denarius. 3.30 gm. 19 mm. Her draped bust right; LVCILLAE AVG ANTONINI AVG 
F / VOTA | PVBLI | CA in a laurel wreath. RIC (Marcus Aurelius) 791 (S). Good Very Fine; high relief portrait; generous flan; minor die 
breaks on reverse. Scarce. $150

121 Lucilla, Wife of Lucius Verus. A.D. 161-169. Æ sestertius. 18.62 gm. 38 mm. Rome mint under Marcus Aurelius. Her draped bust right; 
LVCILLAE AVG ANTONINI AVG F / Pietas veiled, standing left, her hand over an altar; PIETAS S C. RIC (M. Aurelius) 1756. Fine 
to Very Fine; pleasing brown patina; large flan. $300

122 Septimius Severus. A.D. 193-211. AR denarius. 3.18 gm. 19 mm. Rome mint. A.D. 210-211. Laureate head right / Victory standing left holding 
wreath and palm; VICTORIAE BRIT. RIC IV.1 333. S(Eng) 651B. Extremely Fine; light marks before nose. $150  
Struck to celebrate Severus’ campaign in Britain, AD 208-211. He spent the last two-and-a-half years of his life in Britian, campaigning as far north as 
Scotland, rebuilding Hadrian’s Wall and establishing peace. Indications of some of his encampments can still be seen from the air. 

Three choice denarii of Julia Domna showing three distinctive hair styles

123 Julia Domna, wife of Septimius Severus. AR denarius. 3.25 gm. 19 mm. Rome mint. Struck under Septimius Severus. Circa A.D. 196-
211. Her draped bust right, hair waved; IVLIAPIA AVGVSTA / Cybele seated left on a throne, between two lions, a branch in her 
outstretched right hand and a scepter in her left hand; her left arm rests on a drum; MATER DEVM. RIC 564 (S). Extremely Fine; lightly 
toned over lustrous surfaces. Scarce. $200

124 Julia Domna, wife of Septimius Severus. AR denarius. 3.47 gm. 19 mm. Rome mint. A.D.196-211. Her draped bust right; IVLIA 
AVGVSTA / Ceres seated left on a throne holding corn ears in her outstretched right hand and a lit torch with her left arm; CERERI 
FRVGIF. RIC 546 (S). RSC 14. FDC; lustrous and choice, with pale blue and gold iridiscence. Scarce. Superb style. $350

125 Julia Domna, wife of Septimius Severus. AR denarius. 2.95 gm. 19 mm. Rome mint. Struck under Caracalla. Circa A.D. 211-217. Her 
draped bust right, hair waved; IVLIAPIA FELIXAVG / Vesta seated left holding s simpulum (small ladle) and a scepter; VESTA. RIC 
391. Near Extremely Fine; well centered with attractive light tone with red highlights. $150

126 Caracalla. 198-217. Æ antoninianus. 4.56 gm. 21 mm. Rome mint. Undated (A.D. 213-217). His radiate, draped and cuirassed bust right; 
ANTONINVS PIVS AVG GERM / Venus standing left holding a helmet in her oustretched right hand, a spear leaning against her left 
arm, two captives on either side; VENVS VICTRIX around. RIC 312c (S). Good Very Fine; attractive and glossy green and black patina; 
some underlying surface disturbance on reverse. Scarce. $150

127 Plautilla, wife of Caracalla. Augusta, AD 202-205. AR denarius. 3.34 gm. 18 mm. Rome mint. A.D. 202-203. Her bust right, hair in nearly 
vertical waves and drawn into a coiled plait at her neck; PLAVTILLA AVGVSTA / Venus, naked to the waist, standing half left holding 
an apple and a palm branch; a small image of Cupid holding a helmet is in front of her; VENVS VICTRIX around. RIC IV 369(S). SRC 
25. Extremely Fine; some mint bloom with roseate highlights. Scarce. $150

128 Severus Alexander. 222-235. AR denarius. 3.14 gm. 19 mm. Rome mint. Struck A.D. 231-235. His laureate and draped bust right; IMP 
ALEXANDER PIVS AVG around / Jupiter in fighting stance left, head turned right, hurling a thunderbolt; IOVI PROPVGNATORI 
around. RIC 236. RSC 77. Extremely Fine; lustrous, well centered and well struck on large flan. $100

129 Severus Alexander. EGYPT. Alexandria. 222-235. Billon tetradrachm. 13.62 gm. 23 mm. Dated Regnal Year 7 (AD 227/8). Laureate head 
right / Hippopotamus standing right; LZ (date) above. Milne 3020. Very Fine; green patina; minor stable verdigris. Choice for issue. Very 
rare and seldom offered. $1500

130 Orbiana, wife of Severus Alexander. AD 222-235. AR denarius. 3.72 gm. 19 mm. Rome mint. A.D. 225. Her diademed and draped bust 
right; SALL BARBIA ORBIANA AVG / Concordia enthroned left, holding patera and cornucopiae; CONCORDIA AVGG. RIC 
IV.II 319 (Severus Alexander) (S). BMC 287. RSC 1. Superb Extremely Fine; sharply struck; mint surfaces. Lovely portrait struck in high-
relief; reverse is sculptural with full detail; an exceptional coin. Rare. $1500  
Ex Spink.

131 Maximinus I. 235-238. AR denarius. 2.90 gm. 21 mm. Rome mint. March 235 - January 236. His laureate, draped and cuirassed bust 
right; IMP MAXIMINVS PIVS AVG around / Pax standing half left holding a scepter resting in her left arm and a branch with her 
outstretched right arm; PAX AVGVSTI. RIC 12. RSC 31a. Choice Extremely Fine; lustrous and fresh; roseate highlights. $200

132 Gordian III. A.D. 238-244. AR Denarius. 3.16 gm. 19 mm. Rome mint. Struck A.D. 241. His laureate and draped bust right; IMP 
GORDIANVS PIVS FEL AVG / Pietas standing facing, head left, her arms spread; PIETAS AVGVSTI. RIC 129 (R). Good Extremely 
Fine; particularly well centered strike; mint luster. Rare. $150

133 Philip I. EGYPT. Alexandria. 244-249. Billon tetradrachm. 13.07 gm. 22 mm. LE Year 5 A.D. 247/8. His laureate bust right; A K M O V 
FILIPPOCEVC around / Nilus reclining left on rocks, holding a cornucopia in his left arm and a reed to his right, a crocodile below; LE 
date in field left. Curtis 1358 (where he notes this is a “very rare year” and indicates neither BMC nor Milne list the type). Dattari 4903. Very 
Fine; brown patina, some minor pitting on obverse. Very rare. $200
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134 Philip I. COMMAGENE. Zeugma. 244-249. Æ. 16.77 gm. 28 mm. His laureate, draped and cuirassed bust right; AVTOK K M IOVLI 
FILIPPOC CEB B around / Tetrastyle temple; in front, a fence enclosing a grove within a sacred area, a capricorn below; ZEUGM-
ATEWN around. SNG Cop 35. Very Fine; brown patina with earthen highlights; overall a pleasing example of an issue with an unusual 
design. $150

135 Otacilia Severa, wife of Philip I. Augusta, AD 244-249. Æ. 6.87 gm. 28 mm. PHRYGIA. Ancyra. Her diademed and draped bust right; 
M WTA SEBHRA around / Horse and rider-god right, chlamys flying, a double-headed axe over his shoulder; a lighted altar benearth the 
horse’s foreleg; EP AR ZW _ ILO[U] AR [A] TO around; A[G]KURAN | WN in exergue. BMC Phrygia 67:49. (Unlisted in SNG Cop; von 
Aulock; etc). Very Fine; brown patina; a bold and clear obverse; the reverse is a bit rough but all the major elements are present and the coin 
has a special attractiveness about it. Very rare--no recent sale records of the type in any reign. $350

136 Trajan Decius. EGYPT. Alexandria. 249-251. Billon tetradrachm. 14.60 gm. His laureate, draped and cuirassed bust right; A K G M K 
TRAINOC DEKIOC around / Sarapis standing facing, head right, holding a scepter with his right hand; K A (Regnal year 1, 249-250) 
in field. SRC 9439. Emmett 3644. SNG Cop 739. Good Very Fine; attractive dark gray patina; handsome portrait; well struck on a broad 
flan. High silver content. Choice example of a scarcer type. $250

137 Tacitus. 275-276. Base silver antoninianus. 3.27 gm. 22 mm. Ticinum. His radiate, draped and cuirassed bust right; IMP C M C I 
TACITVS AVG around / Securitas standing, facing; SECVRIT PERP; Y (officina) in exergue. RIC 163. SRC 11812. Good Very Fine; 
large flan; nicely silvered with fresh surfaces under attractive toning. $150

Roman Britain

138 Constantine I. 307-337. Æ follis. 2.62 gm. 20 mm. London mint. His radiate, draped and cuirassed bust left, seen from slightly behind; 
CONSTANT - INVS IVN N C around / A globe sitting on a altar with the legend VOT IS XX in three lines; BEATTRA _ QLITAS 
around; E - B in field; PLON in exergue. Cf. RIC 257; break in obverse legend not as listed but the footnote in RIC indicates that the 
reference from which the listing was taken did not note breaks. The E in the field may be a mistakenly punched F; F - B is the officina noted 
for this piece. Good Very Fine; brown patina, hairline flan crack at 1. Possibly unlisted. $150

139 Constantine I. 307-337. Æ follis. 3.38 gm. 21 mm. London mint. Struck A.D. 313-314. Laureate and cuirassed bust right; IMP 
CONSTANTINVS AVG / Sol standing left, wearing chlamys and holding globe; SOLI INVIC-TO COMITI S-F//PLN. RIC VII 10. 
S(Eng) 724A var. (mint spelling). Good Very Fine; dark brown patina, some minor roughness. $150

140 Constantine I. 307-337. Æ follis. 3.65 gm. 21 mm. London mint. Struck A.D. 313-314. His bust laureate and cuirassed right; IMP 
CONSTANTINVS AVG / Sol standing left, a globe in his left hand and raising his right hand; SOLI INVICTO COMITI around; S F 
in field, PLN in exergue. RIC 10. Good Very Fine; minor surface roughness on obverse. $150

141 Constantine I. 307-337. Æ follis. 4.80 gm. 25 mm. London mint. Struck A.D. 316-317. His bust laureate and cuirassed right; IMP 
CONSTANTINVS P F AVG / Sol standing left, a globe in his left hand and raising his right hand; SOLI INVI CTO COMITI around; 
T F in field, PLN in exergue. RIC 95. Near Extremely Fine; broad flan; well centered; attractive green patina. $200

142 Constantine II. As Caesar. 316-337. Æ 3. 3.56 gm. 20 mm. London mint. Struck A.D. 321-322. Helmeted and cuirassed bust left; 
CONSTANT-INVS IVN N C / Globe on altar inscribed VOT/IS/XX, three stars above; BEAT TRA-NQLITAS //PLON. RIC VII 
237 var. (rev. legend spelling) (r5). S(Eng) 737A. Good Very Fine; silverish brown patina (high silver content), minor area of light porosity 
on reverse. Extremely rare. $200

143 Crispus. Caesar. 317-326. Æ 3. 2.88 gm. 20 mm. London mint. Struck A.D. 322-323. Laureate and cuirassed bust left, holding shield and 
spear; CRISPVS NOBIL C / Globe on altar inscribed VOT/IS/XX, three stars above; BEAT TRA-NQLITAS F-B//PLON. RIC VII 
249. S(Eng) 732 var. (legend). Very Fine; dark green and brown patina, light porosity. Rare. $150

144 Julian II. 360-363. Æ follis. 8.80 gm. 26 mm. Lyon mint. His diademed, draped and cuirassed bust right; D N FL CL IVLI ANVS P F 
AVG / A bull standing right, two stars above; SECVRITAS REIPVB around; LVGD FFP in exergue. RIC 236. Good Very Fine; lightly 
porous; dark brown patina. $200

 

(REMINDER: There is NO buyer’s fee in this sale!)
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 the british isles

 celtic britAin

145 Atrebates and Regni. Tincommius. Circa 20 B.C.-A.D. 10. AR unit. 1.32 gm. 12 mm. Laureate head right / Bull rearing right, TI[N] above, 
C below. S. 85. Rudd 1118. Very Fine; lightly toned, minor verdigris; well centered and well struck. $200

146 Atrebates and Regni. Eppillus. Circa 20 B.C.-A.D. 10. AR unit. 1.29 gm. 12 mm. Crescent, REX above, CALLE below / Eagle right, EPP 
to left. S. 99. Rudd 1160. Very Fine; slightly iridescent toning, surface a bit pitted as were most Wanborough hoard examples of this issue.  
 $200

147 Atrebates and Regni. Verica. Circa A.D. 10-40. AR unit. 1.30 gm. 13 mm. Horseman with shield riding right, COMMI F below / 
Horseman carrying spear riding left, VERI to upper left, CA to lower right. S. 133. Rudd 1238. Good Very Fine; lightly toned; clearly 
struck; attractive piece. $300

148 Catuvellauni. Epaticcus. Circa A.D. 20-40. AR unit. 1.24 gm. 13 mm. Head of Hercules right, EPATI upwards before / Eagle standing 
right on snake, head left; pellet in annulet to upper right. S. 356. Rudd 1346. Extremely Fine; slightly iridescent toning. Well centered, good 
metal, fresh surfaces. $200

149 Durotriges. Uninscribed. Circa 58 B.C.-A.D. 43. AR stater. 5.82 gm. 19 mm. Cranborne Chase type. Devolved head of Apollo right / 
Disjointed horse left, pellet below, pellets above. S. 366. Rudd 2157. Near Extremely Fine; lightly toned. Fresh surfaces. $200

150 Dobunni. Uninscribed. Circa 50-20 B.C. AR unit. 0.97 gm. 13 mm. Irregular series. Celticized head right / Triple-tailed horse left, ‘flower’ 
motif below, stylized bird’s head above. S. 378. Rudd 2018 var. (regular series). Good Very Fine; attractive deep gray toning, typical minor 
porosity; pleasing appearnce. $200

151 Corieltauvi. Uninscribed. Circa 50-20 B.C. AR unit. 1.33 gm. 14 mm. Uninscribed boar/horse type II. Simplified boar right, ring of pellets 
above, pellet behind, annulet below / Horse right, ring of pellets above. S. 397. Rudd 1800. Very Fine; toned; minor porosity.

  $200

152 Iceni. Mid to late First century B.C. AR. 1.22 gm. 12.5 mm. Attributed to Queen Boudicca by VanArsdell. Stylized head right / Horse right, 
part of wheel above, diamond shape with pellets at corner below. VanArsdell 792-1. Rudd S. 433. Good Very Fine. $350

153 Iceni. Inscribed (Ecen). Circa A.D. 10-43(?). AR unit. 1.24 gm. 14 mm. Two crescents on vertical wreath / Horse stepping right, head 
facing, pelleted sun above; ECE below, S to right. S. 445. Rudd 1660. Good Very Fine; bold clear strike. $200

 Coins of Roman Britain, including many listed in the Standard Catalog of English Coins, can be found in the Roman section.

 Anglo-sAxon

154 EARLY ANGLO-SAXON. Primary Sceattas. Circa 680-circa 710. AR sceat. 1.29 gm. 13 mm. Metcalf obv Type BX; rev Type BIc. 
Diademed bust right, annulet in front of face / Small cross, annulets at left and right ends of cross. Metcalf 97/105. Cf N. 125. S. 776. Near 
Extremely Fine; attractive old toning over fresh surfaces. $300

155 Continental Sceattas. Circa 695-circa 740. AR sceat. 1.13 gm. 12 mm. BMC 2b. Degenerate head (“porcupine”) enclosing three bars 
followed by a pellet / Central square with T T | large pellet | / \ in three lines. Metcalf 238. S. 790A. Extremely Fine; toned, attractive.  
 $200

156 ANGLO-SAXON. Kings of Mercia. Burgred. 852-874. AR penny. 1.40 gm. 19 mm. Lunette type A. Diga moneyer. Bust right, BUR
 GRED REX around / +DIGA in between MON | ETA; two lunettes divide the legend. N. 423. S. 938. Good Extremely Fine; attractive 

gray toning; clearly and evenly struck. $1000

157 Viking Coinage of York. Cnut. 895-902. AR penny. 1.28 gm. 20 mm. Cunnetti type. York mint. Inverted patriarchal cross with pellets 
in angles of smaller cross; CRI NX V (CNVT REX) at ends of cross and in angles / Small cross and two pellets, CIV INT T I around. 
Becker Lyon & Stewart class IIb. N. 501. S. 993. Good Extremely Fine; toned with original surfaces showing through; choice.

  $750

158 KINGS OF WESSEX. Aethelberht. 858-865/6. AR penny. 1.22 gm. 20 mm. Inscribed Cross type (BMC i). Caentwarabyrig (Canterbury) 
mint; Beagmund, moneyer. Struck circa 858-862/4. + EÐELBE R(HT) REX, diademed bust right / + BE HM/V(ND) MO/N E T in 
and around the arms of a beaded cross. SCBI 1 (Fitzwilliam) 533. BMC 4. North 620. S. 1053. Choice Extremely Fine; fully struck with 
exquisite toning. $10000

159 KINGS OF ALL ENGLAND. Eadgar. 959-975. AR penny. 1.36 gm. 21 mm. Two line type. North-Eastern variety. Athelaver, moneyer. 
Small cross patée in center; EADGAR REX around / Moneyer’s name, AÐELA | VERMO; three pellets in triangular order above and 
below; three cross patées between the two lines. N. 941. S. 1129. Mint State; lustrous and choice.  $3000

 Ex Doubleday (his tag included). This coin published in the Numismatic Chronicle 1945. Tetney, Linclonshire hoard. May 1945; pp 81-95.

160 LATE ANGLO-SAXON. Cnut. 1016-1035. AR Penny. 1.06 gm. 19 mm. Quatrefoil type. London mint. Bust left / +GODRIC ON 
LVNDENE. N. 786. S. 1157. Extremely Fine; lightly toned over fresh surfaces; slightly wavy and slight verdigris; a few Viking “peck marks” 
obverse and one reverse; a particularly fine style portrait for the Cnut issue. $400
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161 Cnut. 1016-1035. AR penny. 1.08 gm. 18 mm. Short cross type (BMC xvi, Hild. H). York mint, Osgod moneyer. Struck circa 1029-1035/6. 
Diademed bust left, scepter with a lis at top / Voided short cross with pellet in annulet in center; +OSGOD ON EOFER. N. 790. S. 1159. 
Good Extremely Fine; toned, a single Viking peck mark on the neck; slight waviness; well struck. $500

162 Harold I. 1035-1040. AR penny. 0.91 gm. 17 mm. Jewel cross type (BMC i, Hild. A). Thetford mint, Ælfwold moneyer. Struck spring 1036-
1038. Diademed bust left / Cross composed of four droplet-shaped limbs joined by a pellet within two circles; +ÆLFPOLD ON DE. N. 
802. S. 1163. Near Extremely Fine; attractive gray tone, good metal, slight waviness. Very rare. $1250

163 DANELAW. Harthacnut. 1035-1042. AR penny. 0.97 gm. 17 mm. Danish type. Lund mint, Toci moneyer. Helmeted bust left, holding 
shield / Voided long cross, crescents in two quarters; +TOCI ON LUDE. Becker dies H28/227. S. 1170. Good Extremely Fine; lightly 
toned over fresh surfaces; there is slight indication of die rust; overall an exceptional example with a particularly bold portrait.

  $1800

164 DANELAW ERA: VIKING DENMARK. Sven Estridsen. 1047-1074. AR penning. 0.92 gm. Lund Mint. Facing figure of Christ, 
nimbate, sitting on a throne (imitative of Byzantine issues) / Voided long cross (as reverse of Aethelred 1d type). Hauberg 6. As minted; 
good Extremely Fine. Fresh surfaces, lightly toned with red and gold highlights. $1200

165 Edward the Confessor. 1042-1066. Pointed helmet type penny. 1.34 gm. 20 mm. Hastings mint, Duninc moneyer. His bearded bust right 
with a helmet that rises to a point / A central voided cross with a pellet in the center; cross ends are three arcs; +DVNINCONHÆSTI 
around. N. 825. S. 1179. Superb Mint State, a fully struck coin and an exceptional example; a premium coin. $2000

166 Edward the Confessor. 1042-1066. AR penny. 1.30 gm. 19.5 mm. Hammer cross type xi. York mint. Ulfcetel moneyer. Bust right / Cross 
with “hammer head” ends. +VLFCTEL ON EOFR. N. 828. S. 1182. Extremely Fine; surface crack on reverse (no indication on obverse); 
some darker areas; probably a ground find; yet the surfaces are pleasing. $500

167 Harold II. 1066. AR penny. 1.33 gm. 19 mm. PAX type (BMC i). London mint, Aldgar moneyer. Struck 6 January-14 October. Crowned 
head left, scepter before / PAX between two lines across field; +ALDGAR ON LUNDI. N. 836. S. 1186. Extremely Fine; toned, slight 
blundering on portrait, otherwise choice. $3500

 englAnd, post conquest hAmmered coins

168 NORMAN KINGS. William I. 1066-1087. AR penny. 1.39 gm. PAXS type. BMC viii. Canterbury mint. Crowned facing bust, a scepter 
right / P A X S in the four angles of the cross. +PIILFRIC ON CNT. N. 848. S. 1257. Good Very Fine; slightly wavy; softly struck legend 
10 to 12 obverse and corresponding on reverse; fresh surfaces. $750

169 William I. 1066-1087. AR penny. 1.39 gm. 20 mm. PAXS type (BMC viii). Winchester mint, Godwine moneyer. Struck 1083?-1086?. 
Crowned and diademed facing bust, holding scepter to right / Cross pattée, with letter in annulet in each quarter spelling out PAXS; 
+GODPINE ON ..CL. N. 848. S. 1257. Good Very Fine; lightly toned with original surfaces underlying. $750

170 William II. 1087-1100. AR penny. 1.37 gm. 20 mm. Cross in quatrefoil type (BMC ii). London mint, Brihtwine moneyer. Struck 1089-1092? 
Crowned facing bust, holding sword over right shoulder / Quatrefoil enclosing cross pattée with pellets in each quarter, annulet in center; 
+BRIHTPIN(?) ON LIIN. N. 852. S. 1259. Extremely Fine; well and clearly struck but for small portion of lower right quadrant; fresh 
surfaces and a better-than-usual example of this rare issue. $3500

171 Henry I. 1100-1135. AR penny. 1.42 gm. 20 mm. Pellets in quatrefoil type (BMC xiv). Wilton mint, Ricard(?) moneyer. Struck circa 1123. 
Crowned and diademed facing bust, holding scepter; star to right / Quatrefoil with star in center and pellets in limbs, lis in each quarter; 
+[RICAR]D(?):ON:PILT. N. 870. S. 1275. Extremely Fine; attractive portrait; a better-than-usual strike for this issue; fresh surfaces.  
 $1000

172 Henry I. 1100-1135. AR penny. 1.36 gm. BMC type xv. Bury St. Edmund mint. Gilebert moneyer. Quadrilateral on cross fleury. 
+GILEBERT ON EDM. BMC 270. N. 871. S. 1276. Near Very Fine; parts better; typical weak strike; generally clear portrait and 
readable legends. $400

173 Stephen. 1135-1154. AR Watford penny. 1.30 gm. 18.5 mm. Bust right holding a scepter+STIE / Cross moline; [B]RICMAR [ON LON] 
Bricmar, moneyer; London mint. S. 1278. N. 873. Near Extremely Fine; unusually full and clear portrait and moneyer’s name on reverse 
clear as well as most of central design; an exceptional strike for this issue from the period of the Anarchy.  $800

 Early 20th century Seaby tag in a neat hand. 

174 PLANTAGENET KINGS. Henry II. 1154-1189. AR penny. 1.43 gm. Cross-and-crosslets (Tealby) type. Bust E. Colchester. / PI...ES 
(PI[ERES ON COLEC]ES. N. 960. S. 1341. Good Very Fine; attractive toning over fresh surfaces. $600

175 Richard I. 1189-1199. AR short cross penny. 1.36 gm. 20 mm. Class 3. Canterbury. +MEINIR ON CAN. N. 967. S. 1347. (No die match in 
Mass). Good Very Fine; attractive old cabinet toning; lettering clear; portrait bold. $400

176 John. 1199-1216. AR short cross penny. 1.47 gm. 19 mm. Class Vc. Curls 2 and 2 / +WILLELM B ON LV. S. 1352. N. 970. Mass 1701A 
(similar dies). Good Very Fine; minor strike blundering; light old toning over fresh surfaces. $250

 Coins of Richard the Lionhearted and John with their names written out can be found below: Lot 309 in the Anglo Gallic section offers a denier of Richard; 
Lot 274 in the Ireland section offers a penny of John.

177 John. 1199-1216. AR short cross penny. 1.32 gm. 18 mm. Class VIIIc. Cross pommée i.m. Annulet eyes with tiny central hole; curls 2 and 2 
with pellets; the “X” in REX is a cross pommee / +HICHOLE ONLVN (Nichole, London). S. 1357C. N. 981/3 (S). Cf. Mass 2137 though 
this die not in Mass. Good Very Fine; more legible and clear than Mass examples; fine striking crack at 11 from edge to i.c.; attractive old 
toning over fresh surfaces; pleasing example of this crude issue. $200
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178 Henry III. 1216-1272. AR voided long cross penny. 1.50 gm. 18 mm. Class 3a. Facing bust with no scepter; HEHRICVS REXIII around 
(legend variant) / RIC ARD OHL IHC around; Ricard moneyer, Lincoln mint. S. 1362. N. 986. Good Very Fine; well struck, attractive 
old toning over fresh surfaces. $150

179 Edward I. 1272-1307. AR long cross penny. 1.43 gm. 20 mm. Class 3b. Late S; barred A; E open. London. “Unusual” drapery as North 
(SCBI 39) 80; apparent die match. N. 1017. S. 1388. Good Very Fine. $150

180 Edward II. 1307-1327. AR long cross penny. 1.43 gm. 19 mm. Class 15a. Bury St. Edmunds mint. Cf. SCBI 39 (North) 924. N. 1066. S. 1460 
(type) 1465 (mint). Good Very Fine. $150

181 Edward II. 1307-1327. AR farthing. 0.31 gm. 11 mm. Long cross class 11. London mint. Struck circa 1310-circa 1314. Crowned facing bust, 
inner circle; EDWARDVS REX A / Long cross with inner circle and trio of pellets in each quarter; CIVITAS LONDON. Withers type 
30b. Fox group X-XI. N. 1070/1. S. 1474. Good Very Fine; lightly toned, minor porosity. $300

182 Edward III. 1327-1377. Pre-Treaty (1351-61) groat. 4.64 gm. London. Series C. Cross 1 mm. Closed Es, Roman Ds. Annulet stops / 
Lombardic M, open C in CIVITAS. Lawrence -/28. Stewartby p. 259, C. N. 1147. S. 1565. Extremely Fine; exceptional high relief portrait.

 Ex Brady. $1200

183 Richard II. 1377-99. AR groat. 4.42 gm. 26 mm. London. Cross patee i.m. Double saltire stops, both sides. FRANCIE legend; copula 
inverted Z, three pellets over crown / Barred Ns. Potter IIIb. Stewartby, p 261, second period, III. N. 1321a. S. 1680. Uncirculated; 
attractively toned over fresh surfaces; exceptional portrait; this coin is probably the finest known for this variety. Rare and particularly rare 
thus. $5000

184 HOUSE OF LANCASTER. Henry IV. 1399-1413. AR heavy coinage penny. 1.01 gm. 19 mm. York mint. Bust with a broad face / Reverse 
cross, quatrefoil in the center. S. 1722. N. 1353. Near Very Fine; attractive portrait and a pleasing example of this rare issue. 

  $2000
 The heavy coinage of Henry IV is particularly rare because the melt value exceeded the face value and most of the heavy coinage issues were, accordingly, 

melted for bullion. 

185 Henry V. 1413-1422. AR penny. 0.97 gm. 16 mm. Class F. York mint. Crowned bust facing, trefoil over mullet to left, annulet to right / Long 
cross with pellet in quatrefoil in center, three pellets in each quarter. N. 1403. S. 1789. Near Very Fine; lightly toned; decent portrait. Rare.  
 $250

186 Henry VI. 1422-1461. AR groat. 3.63 gm. 28 mm. Cross patonce i.m. Pinecone-mascle issue. Calais Mint. 1431-1432/3. N. 1461. S. 1875. Good 
Very Fine; full round flan; attractive toning that highlights design elements. $300

187 HOUSE OF YORK. Edward IV. First Reign. 1461-1470. AR groat. 2.98 gm. 27 mm. Light coinage, standard type F, class XI. London 
mint; long cross fitchée i.m. Struck 1464-1470. Crowned facing bust within tressure of arches; no marks at neck; / Long cross, three pellets 
in quarters;. N. 1579. S. 2002. Near Very Fine; lightly toned, minor roughness on obverse; scarce. $300

188 Edward IV. First Reign. 1461-70. AR groat. 2.95 gm. 25 mm. Bristol mint. Facing bust; B on breast; quatrefoils at neck / CIVITAS 
BRISTOLI. N. 1580. S 2000. Good Very Fine; small area where the strike is weak; attractive toning over pleasing surfaces.

 Ex Seaby (tag from 1966). $300

189 Edward IV. Second Reign. 1471-1483. AR groat. 3.03 gm. 26 mm. London. Type XVIIIb. Pierced cross with pellet in third quarter / 
Pierced cross with pellet in fourth quarter mm. Fleurs on cusps except on breast and over crown; saltire stops both sides; chevron barred A 
in ANGL’ and in TAS. Blunt and Whitten XVIIIb, var 3/1. Stewartby p. 433, XVIIIb. N. 1631. S. 2098. Good Very Fine. Attractive blue-
gray toning over fresh surfaces. Scarce and scarce thus. $800

190 Edward IV. Second Reign. 1471-1483. AR groat. 2.85 gm. 26 mm. Light coinage, standard type F, class XXI. London mint. Heraldic 
cinquefoil i.m. Struck early 1480-12 February 1483. Crowned facing bust within tressure of arches, rose on breast, fleurs on cusps / Long 
cross pattée, three pellets in quarters. N. 1631. S. 2100. Very Fine; lightly toned. $300

191 Edward V. 1483. AR groat. 3.00 gm. Early halved sun and rose i.m. (This mm succeeded the cinquefoil i.m. that ended on Feb. 12, 1483, 
and was used during the reign of Edward V, (April 9, 1483 to June 26, 1483), one of the “Princes in the Tower.” T. Webb Ware, cited and 
discussed in Stewartby, page 376f, has determined the order in which this particular iteration of the halved sun and rose mm. was used with 
this earlier mintmark type corresponding to the reign of Edward V.) Type XXII. London. Unbarred As on obverse. Blunt and Whitton 
XXII, var 1-5/6. Stewartby p. 434, XXII. N. 1631. S. 2146. Near Very Fine; attractive coin with a pleasing portrait; an exceptional example. 
(Typical examples of this issue are heavily clipped). $7000

192 Richard III. 1483-1485. AR groat. 2.87 gm. 25 mm. Type 2b. London mint. Crowned facing bust within tressure of arches; m.m. boar’s 
head/ Long cross, three pellets in quarters; m.m. boar’s head. N. 1679. S. 2156. Very Fine; toned, full legends; particularly attractive example 
of this historic issue. $3500
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193 HOUSE OF TUDOR. Henry VII. 1484-1509. AR halfgroat. 1.51 gm. 20 mm. Type IIIc. Canterbury mint. Tun i.m. Facing bust, medieval 
portrait; no stops in legend. N. 1712. S. 2211. Near Extremely Fine; fresh surfaces; bold strike. $350

194 Henry VII. 1485-1509. AR halfgroat; martlet i.m. 1.41 gm. 20 mm. Profile issue. York mint, Archbishop Bainbridge. Struck December 1508-
1509. Crowned bust right, Renaissance style / Royal shield over cross fourchée, two keys below shield. N. 1751/1. S. 2262. Near Extremely 
Fine; attractively toned with reddish hues in design elements, traces of underlying luster; strong portrait and a pleasing example of this 
“new” style of numismatic portraiture. $350

195 Henry VIII. 1509-1547. Base silver testoon. 31 mm. Third coinage. 1544-57. Pellet-in-annulet i.m. Tower mint. Facing bust portrait of Henry 
VIII. N. 1841. S. 2365. Decent portrait, good Fine; note the detail in the portrait. Coin is broken across bottom with a fragment.  
An excellent opportunity to acquire this classic issue at a modest cost.... $500

196 Henry VIII. 1509-1547. AR groat. 2.92 gm. 26 mm. Portrait of Henry VII. Castle i.m. First coinage. Renaissance bust right. S. 2316. N. 
1762. Good Very Fine; old bend, now straightened--probably done as a good luck charm; clear profile; attractive old toning; full round, well 
struck. $350

197 Henry VIII. 1509-1547. AR groat. 2.79 gm. 25 mm. Second coinage. 1526-44. Rose mm. His bust right; Laker Bust iiiB / Royal shield. S. 
2337D. N. 1797. Good Very Fine; portrait bold; slightly double struck at chin. $350

198 Henry VIII. 1509-1547. AR groat. 2.67 gm. 25.5 mm. Second coinage. 1526-44. Lis i.m. Laker bust D. N. 1797. S. 2337E. Good Very Fine; 
slight scratch in obverse field left; die flaw indication behind bust. $500

199 Henry VIII. 1509-1547. Base silver, posthumous groat. 2.25 gm. 27 mm. Canterbury Mint. No i.m. Issued under Edward VI. Three 
quarter facing bust right; Laker bust J / CIVITAS CANTOR. S. 2408. N. 1875. Good Very Fine; exceptional example of this base issue; 
underlying fresh surfaces. $750

200 Henry VIII. 1509-1547. AR penny. 0.64 gm. 14 mm. Second coinage, sovereign type. Crescent i.m. Durham mint, Bishop Wolsey. Struck 
1526-1544. King enthroned holding orb and scepter / Royal shield over long cross fourchée, TW flanking shield, hat below; no i.m. N. 1811. 
S. 2352. Good Very Fine; attractive toning with blue highlights. $200

201 Henry VIII. 1509-1547. Base silver halfpenny under Edward VI. .36 gm. 14 mm. London Mint. Posthumous coinage. No mm. Three 
quarter bust right. S. 2418. N. 1883. Cf. Whitton; pl XXII: 13. Very Fine; some porosity, as typical with this base issue; full flan, clear legends 
and overall a decent example of this difficult issue. $250

202 Edward VI. 1547-1553. Fine silver issue shilling. 5.93 gm. 34 mm. Y mm. S. 2482. N. 1937. Good Very Fine; attractive toning with red and 
blue highlights over fresh surfaces; two slight old bends; striking crack on edge at 6. Well detailed; the early Ymm portrait is of better style 
than the later tun mm issues. $750

203 Philip & Mary. 1554-1558. Base silver penny. 0.68 gm. 16 mm. Tower Mint. Rose / Shield. N. 1976. S. 2510A. Near Extremely Fine; full flan; 
fresh surfaces; exceptional condition for this issue. $500

204 Elizabeth I. 1562. Milled sixpence. 3.06 gm. 25 mm. Star mm. Small rose; bust D. Borden/Brown: 26-O 7/R4 (die break developing after 
E of IVTORE). N. 2027. S. 2596. Good Very Fine; fresh and attractive coin with substantial original surface underlying attractive light 
toning.  $2000

 With old envelope from Elmer L. Sears. Elmer Sears was a major figure a century ago and with Wayte Raymond formed the United States Coin Company 
which had significant sales. Sears who was privately wealthy was the money behind US Coin. He was considered a specialist in US coins, especially gold. 
After he parted ways with Raymond, he continued as a respected dealer. 

205 Elizabeth I. 1558-1603. AR 1d. 0.34 gm. Second issue. Cross-crosslet i.m. Portrait 3H. S. 2558. N. 1988. BCW 3-a9. Very Fine; attractive 
portrait; flan uneven from 6 to 8. $150

206 HOUSE OF STUART. James I. 1603-1625. AR sixpence. 1603. thistle i.m. 2.78 gm. 26 mm. First coinage, first bust. London mint. Dated 
1603. Crowned bust right, VI to left / Coat of arms, 1603 above. N. 2074. S. 2647. Very Fine; lightly toned, old scratches on obverse.  
 $300

207 James I. 1603-1625. AR halfgroat. 0.98 gm. 16 mm. Second coinage. Escallop i.m. London mint. Struck 1606-1607. Rose, crown above / 
Thistle, crown above. N. 2104. S. 2659. Near Extremely Fine; lightly toned over fresh surfaces; gold and red mint surface highlights.  
 $150

208 Charles I. 1625-1649. AR halfcrown. 14.84 gm. Group III. Type 3a1. Crown mm. Tower Mint under the King. King on horseback left, sash 
flying out behind; no groundline / Oval, garnished shield (Rev. 1). S. 2773. N. 2209. As Brooker 330. Good Very Fine; particularly fresh 
surfaces on reverse; strong even strike. $500
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209 Charles I. 1625-1649. AR penny. 0.55 gm. 14 mm. Group D, fourth bust, type 3a1. Tower mint, under the king. Struck 1639-1640. Crowned 
bust left, I behind, all within circle; m.m. triangle / Round coat of arms within circle; m.m. two pellets. N. 2271. S. 2848. Near Extremely 
Fine; attractively toned; a handsome little coin. $150

210 Charles I. 1625-49. AR shilling. 5.96 gm. 31 mm. Nicholas Briot’s coinage of 1631-9. Anchor with B beside i.m.. N. 2305. S. 2859. Near 
Extremely Fine; fresh surfaces underlie attractive multi-hued toning. $750

211 Charles I. 1625-1649. AR threepence. 1.42 gm. 19 mm. Small bust. Book i.m. Aberystwyth mint. Struck 1638-1642. Crowned bust left, III 
behind, plume before / Oval coat of arms, plume above. N. 2340. S. 2894. Good Very Fine; attractive blue-gray toning that highlights the 
design;. Choice. $250

212 Charles I. 1625-1649. AR halfcrown. 13.97 gm. Exeter. 1643-6. Rose i.m. No punctuation by i.m. (Lingford notes that this variety is 
unpublished). King on horseback left, sash flying out behind; no groundline / Round shield garnished by five short and two long scrolls. S. 
3065. cf N. 2550/1 (as this but one long scroll). Extremely Fine; fresh surfaces underlying choice blue-gray toning. $3000

 Ex Lingford (Lingford tag). (H. Platt Hall “Virt as struck” £1750).

213 Commonwealth. AR shilling. 0.93 gm. 33 mm. Sun i.m. S. 3217. N. 2724. ESC 985. Good Very Fine; attractive old toning over fresh 
surfaces; sun mintmark particularly sharp. $900

214 Commonwealth. AR shilling. 1655. 5.60 gm. 32 mm. Sun im. ESC 993 (R2). N. 2724. S. 3217. Very Fine in many regards but flan 
delamination at 5 reverse; some shallow surface pitting on obverse; light bend marks; “minor afflictions.” fresh metal, particularly on reverse. 
Rare date. $750

 englAnd: milled coinAge

215 Cromwell. Shilling. 1658. 28 mm. By Thomas Simon. ESC 1005. S. 3228. Worn; slight bend; legends and reverse near Very Fine; portrait 
about Fine. $750

 Ex Seaby (tag and envelope).

216 HOUSE OF STUART. Charles II. 1660-1685. AR twopence. 0.99 gm. First hammered issue. N. 2770. S. 3310. Good Very Fine; full 
round flan, well struck overall. $250

217 Charles II. 1660-1685. AR halfgroat or twopence. 0.98 gm. Third hammered issue. Inner circles, mark of value behind bust. N. 2772. S. 3325. 
ESC 2165. Extremely Fine; fresh coin; portrait details not fully atruck; luster and multi-hued toning in legends; full round flan.

  $200

218 Charles II. 1660-1685. AR Maundy set. Hammered coinage, third issue. Crown i.m. London mint. Struck 1660-1662. Crowned and 
armored bust left, mark of value behind; / Coat of arms on cross fleury. N. 2768, 2769, 2772, 2775. ESC 1839, 1957, 2166, 2267-2270 (obv. 
legend partially off flan). S. 3324-3327. Good Very Fine to near Extremely Fine; a well matched set. Full flans on first three. Rare obverse 
legend variety on twopence according to ESC (CAROLVS II D G MAG BR FR ET HIB REX). Fresh surfaces and iridescent toning 
on penny. $750

219 Charles II. Crown. 1666 (Year of the Great London fire). XVIII edge. From silver supplied by the Africa Company. (Silver issues of this 
type are rare because the Africa Company was focussed on gold and silver was a minor import product.). Bust of Charles II right, elephant 
beneath. S. 3356. ESC 53. Good Fine; the elephant is well struck and detailed. $3000

220 James II. 1685-1688. AR Maundy set. Dated 1687/6-1687. All: Laureate head left / Denomination, crown above. Fourpence and Threepence 
dated 1687/6. Both Attractive Very Fine. Twopence and Penny dated 1687. Both Near Extremely Fine. ESC 1862, 1983, 2193, 2295. S. 
3418. Lightly toned. A few very minor marks and area of weak strike on 3d, very slight porosity on obverse of 2d, tiny amount of die rust on 
obverse of 1d. Overall, a well matched set. $400

221 James II. Tin halfpenny. 1687. 11.13 gm. Struck with copper plug. Peck (BMC) 544. S. 3419. Very Fine; no tin pest; edge legends legible; 
choice for this issue. $1000

222 HOUSE OF STUART/ORANGE. William and Mary. 1688-1694. AR fourpence or groat. 1.87 gm. 19 mm. First busts; type A. Dated 
1689. Conjoined heads of William III, laureate, and Mary II bareheaded right / Crowned 4. ESC 1866. S. 3439. Near Extremely Fine; 
lightly and attractively toned with red and blue highlights. Fresh surfaces. $150

223 William and Mary. 1688-1694. AR threepence. 1689. 1.46 gm. 17 mm. First busts, type A. 1689. Conjoined heads of William III, laureate, 
and Mary II bareheaded right; LMV over MVS in obverse legend (GVLIELMVS ET MARIA D G) / Crowned 3. ESC 1987A (Scarce). 
S. 3441. Near Extremely Fine; lustrous toning, light haymarks. Fresh surfaces. $150
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224 HOUSE OF ORANGE. William III. Shilling. 1696. 27 mm. S. 3497. ESC 1078. Good Very Fine; typical soft strike on high points of hair; 
attractive old toning over fresh surfaces. $200

225 William III. 1694-1702. AR sixpence. 3.05 gm. 22 mm. Type i (first bust, early harp and large crowns). Dated 1696. Laureate and draped 
bust right / Crowned cruciform shields around central coat of arms. ESC 1533. S. 3520. Good Very Fine; lightly toned, underlying mint 
bloom evident. $150

226 Anne. Shilling. 1711. 26 mm. After Union with Scotland. Fourth bust. ESC 1158. S. 3618. Good Very Fine; fresh, somewhat lustrous 
surfaces, under attractive blue-gray toning (the “correct” toning for this issue). $500

227 HOUSE OF HANOVER. George I. Shilling. 1723 SSC. 26 mm. First bust. S. 3647. ESC 1176. Extremely Fine+; attractive light toning 
over original surfaces; slight haymarking in obverse field; a “fresh” and appealing example of this issue. $600

228 George II. Shilling. 1741. 26.5 mm. Young bust. Roses in angles. S. 3701. ESC 1202. Near Extremely Fine; laureate wreath not well struck; 
bright; partially lustrous surfaces. $200

229 George II. Shilling. Old head. 1758. 26 mm. S. 3704. ESC 1213. Extremely Fine; faint obverse hairlines; attractive multi-hued toning over 
original surfaces. $200

230 George II. Farthing. 1749. 4.95 gm. Peck (BMC) 889. S. 3722. Good Extremely Fine; glossy chocolate brown. Choice 18th century copper.  
 $500

231 George III. Shilling. 1763 (“Northumberland”). 6.04 gm. S. 3742. ESC 4214. Extremely Fine+; choice with fresh surfaces, delicate multi-
hued tone $2000

232 George III. 1760-1820. Æ halfpenny. 9.80 gm. 29 mm. First issue. Tower (London) mint. Dated 1773. Laureate and cuirassed bust right / 
Britannia seated left on globe, holding olive branch and scepter, Union sheld behind. S. 3774. Near Extremely Fine; slight reverse die rust, 
bits of red luster. $200

233 George III. 1760-1820. Æ halfpenny. 7.35 gm. 27 mm. Full reverse brockage of first issue. Tower (London) mint. Dated 1773(?). Incuse of 
reverse / Britannia seated left on globe, holding olive branch and scepter, Union sheld behind. Cf. S. 3774. Near Extremely Fine; some die 
rust evident. A neat piece. $300

234 George III. 1760-1820. Emergency Issue. Dollar. Octagonal countermark with head of George III struck on an eight reales issue of Charles 
III of Spain; 1793 FM, Mexico City Mint. S. 3766. ESC 138. Good Very Fine; attractive old toning. $1800

235 George III. 1760-1820. Emergency Issue. Half dollar. Oval countermark with head of George III struck on a four reales issue of Charles III 
of Spain; 1775 P, Madrid Mint. Additional countermarks and chop marks on host coin reflecting a common practice when trade coins such 
as these were used in the Orient. S. 3767. ESC 611.Very Fine; unusual and attractive. $650

236 George III. Counterfeit halfpenny. 1775. 8.87 gm. 27 mm. Bust right of George III; Gs in GEORGIVS both closed / BRITANNIA 1775; 
B formed as a squarish “8”; spidery letters. Good Extremely Fine; mint red on obverse; exceptional condition. $350

237 George III. 1760-1820. Farthing. 24 mm. First issue. 1773. Obverse 1 / Reverse B. Peck 911. S. 3775. Uncirculated; choice coin.

  $500

238 George III. 1760-1820. Farthing. 5.28 gm. 1774. Peck (BMC) 915. S. 3775. Uncirculated; choice coin. $500

239 George III. 1760-1820. Shilling. 23 mm. New coinage. 1816. S. 3790. ESC 1228. Choice Extremely Fine; superb multi-hued toning.  
 $200

240 George IV. 1820-1830. AR shilling. 23 mm. 1821. Crowned garnished shield on reverse. ESC 1247. S. 3810. Extremely Fine; beautiful multi-
hued blue/red toning; faint hairlines obverse; underlying luster. $250

241 George IV. 1820-1830. AR Maundy set. Dated 1826. All: Laureate head left / Crowned denomination, date to either side, all within wreath. 
ESC 2430. S. 3816. Choice Extremely Fine; light iridescent toning (darker on the twopence), scattered light surface roughness and marks, 
proof-like surfaces on threepence, slight scratch on reverse of twopence. $350

242 William IV. 1830-1837. AR sixpence. 18 mm. 1834. His bust right. S. 3836. ESC 1670. Mint State; beautiful coin with old cabinet toning; in 
many respects it looks like a proof--actually an early strike. $400
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243 Victoria. 1837-1901. AR proof sixpence. 18 mm. 1853. First young head left. Type A1. ESC 1699. S. 3908. FDC. $600

244 Victoria. 1837-1901. AR Maundy set. Dated 1848. All: Young head left / Crowned denomination, date to either side, all within wreath. ESC. 
2458. S. 3916. Attractive set; evenly toned; coins near Extremely Fine to good Extremely Fine. Evenly and attractively toned set.

  $250

245 Victoria. AR Jubilee head shilling. 1889. 24 mm. Large portrait. S. 3927. ESC 1355. Choice Uncirculated. $200

246 Victoria. AR shilling. 1887. 19 mm. Jubilee issue. Small head. S. 3926. ESC 11351. Lustrous Mint State. $150

247 Victoria. AR old head shilling. 1895. 24 mm. S. 3940. ESC 1361. Mint State; superb light red-hued toning. $250

248 Victoria. 1837-1901. AR Maundy set. Dated 1900. Old veiled bust left / Crowned denomination, date to either side, all within wreath. ESC. 
2515. S. 3943. Extremely Fine or better; the 2d is a bit softly struck on the obverse; overall nicely matched. $200

249 HOUSE OF SAXE-COBURG-GOTHA. Edward VII. 1901-1910. AR crown. 37 mm. 1902. ESC 361. S. 3978. Lustrous Mint State.
  $500

250 Edward VII. 1901-1910. AR florin. 29 mm. 1904. S. 3981. ESC 922(R). Extremely Fine; light old toning; attractive. $200

251 HOUSE OF WINDSOR. George V. 1910-1936. AR shilling. 23 mm. 1911. Proof. ESC 1421. S. 4013. Superb; mirror fields with exceptional 
old toning. $150

252 George V. 1910-1936. Silver Jubilee crown. 37 mm. 1935. .500 silver. KM 842. ESC 375. S. 4048. Choice Uncirculated. $150

253 Edward VIII (Issued in the name of George VI). 1936. AR shilling. 23 mm. Head left of George VI / Lion standing on a crown. ESC 1449 
(designated as Edward VIII). S. 4039. Superb Mint State. $200

 George VI is represented by the 1936 gold sovereign, lot 12

254 Elizabeth II. 1952 to date. Decimal pounds. 22 mm. A collection of nickel-brass one pound pieces, all in proof or mint state and covering 
all the years of issue from the first issue in 1983, 1984 (Machin portraits); 1985, 1986 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 
1997 (Maklouf portraits); 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002 (Rank-Broadley portraits). A total of 20 pieces with varying reverses reflecting the 
different entities that make up the United Kingdom. S. 4221, 4222, 4331, 4332, 4333, 4334, 4335, 4590. Mint State; to FDC.

  $200

 scotlAnd

255 William the Lion. 1165-1214. AR penny. 1.26 gm. 16 mm. Cross and pellets coinage; Type I. Crowned bust left with cross-potent scepter 
head; [WILLA]ME RE[X] / Cross patée, pellet-in-crescent in angles, the pellets attached to inner circle by two stalks; A [: I : L :] B : O [: 
D : E] around. Burns, p 58:1 (Plate IV:29). Near Extremely Fine; attractive old toning over fresh surfaces; a better-than-usual strike with the 
portrait and reverse central design particularly clear. Rare and important type.  $2000

 Cf. Lockett (1957) lot 20; obverse die match; reverse similar but match undeterminable. Very rare. (His piece realized £9 in the Lockett sale; other cross and 
pellet pennies in high grades typically realized £1.) S. 5023. Not represented in SCBI Scottish Ashmolean/Hunterian. 

256 Alexander III. 1249-1286. Long double cross coinage. AR penny. 1.47 gm. 19 mm. Style I, plain X and A. Berwick, IOHAN moneyer. Die 
link to Burns p 127:16a. (Plate X, 92A). S. 5041. (Old Coin Galleries envelope) Very Fine; parts not clearly struck; attractive old toning.  
 $400

257 Alexander III. 1249-1286. Long double cross coinage. AR penny. 1.30 gm. 19 mm.Class III. (Plain X). Bust left, scepter in front/ Roxburgh, 
Michel: ...EL O R .. (most likely reading of the somewhat crude reverse). S. 5043. Good Very Fine; struck off-center; portrait and central 
reverse design clear. $400

258 Alexander III. 1249-1285. AR penny. 1.40 gm. 20 mm. Second coinage. Class III. Plain cross mm. Unbarred A; S with egg shaped waist. 
His bust left holding scepter; +ALEXANDER DEI GRA (open E, no punctuation marks)/ Long cross; four mullets of six points in 
angles; +REX SCOTORVM (open C). S. 5053. Cf. SCBI 35:216 (similar if not same die). Extremely Fine; exceptional coin full even strike; 
fresh surfaces under light toning. Rare thus. $400

259 Alexander III. 1249-1286. AR penny. 1.43 gm. 20 mm. Second coinage, class Mc. Struck circa 1280-1286. Crowned head left, scepter before 
(crown from a single punch) / Long cross, mullets with a total of 26 points in quarters. S. 5055. Good Very Fine; attractive toning, slight 
ghosting of cross on obverse; legends particularly clear on a generous round flan; good metal. $250

260 Robert I (Bruce). 1306-1329. AR sterling or penny. 1.12 gm. 19 mm. His bust left, holding a scepter/ Long cross, mullets of five points in 
angles. S. 5076. SCBI 35:318ff. More or less Fine; recognizable  portrait; dark patina, probably fire damage; surface roughness; fragment 
out at six. (An inexpensive way to represent this important figure in Scotland’s history.) $200
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261 David II. 1329-1371. AR groat. 4.20 gm. (64.8 grains). 27 mm. Edinburgh. Issued before 1367. Robert II head. Six arcs. S. 5100. Burns 291. 
Ex C. Wolfe. Good Very Fine; attractive old toning over fresh surfaces. $500

262 Robert II. 1371-1390. AR groat. 3.88 gm. 59.9 grains (full weight). 28 mm. Perth. Crowned bust left; star at base of scepter handle; six arcs. 
Burns 317. S. 5143. Very Fine; attractively toned over fresh surfaces; the reverse cross is faintly visible on the obverse; striking split at 2; (coin 
was forcefully struck). $500

263 Robert III. 1390-1406. AR groat. 2.87 gm. 44.3 grains (46 grains, full weight but this heavier than most in SCBI or Burns). 26.5 mm. Heavy 
coinage. Edinburgh. Facing bust; tressure of seven arcs with three pellets on the tips; words divided by large fleurs de lis. Burns 357 shows 
the fleur punctuation but has nine tressures with points tipped by three pellets. The weight on this piece is comparable to those listed by 
Burns. Variety not listed in Burns, SCBI 35 (Ashmolean, Hunterian) or Lockett. Cf. S. 5164. Ex C Wolfe. Very Fine; attractively toned 
over fresh surfaces; the reverse cross is faintly visible on the obverse; striking split at 2; (coin was forcefully struck). $650

264 Mary, Queen of Scots. 1542-1567. AR half testoon. 2.87 gm. 23 mm. Dated 1577. Revalued under James VI in 1578 to 3s 8d. Small high-arched 
crown over a shield with initials M and R on either side, no annulets / Cross potent with small crosses in angles. Thistle countermark. S. 
5405. Near Very Fine; light old scratches.  $400

 The Spink 2003 catalog mistakenly omits this denomination in its list of revalued Mary coins. Examples can be found in SCBI 58. Edinburgh Part I. 

265 Mary, Queen of Scots. 1542-1567. Billon bawbee. 2.14 gm. 23 mm. First period, before marriage. Edinburgh mint. Struck 1542-1558. 
Crowned thistle dividing M R / Plain saltire cross through crown, cinquefoils flanking; OPPIDVM EDINBVRG. S. 5432. Near Very 
Fine; toned. Attractive. $150

266 Mary. Francis and Mary. Second period. 1558-60. Half alloy twelve penny groat (‘nonsunt”). 1.68 gm. 21 mm. 1558. Crowned FM 
monogram/ Lettered panel (Latin translartes to “They are no more two, but one flesh”--reference to marriage). S. 5447. Burns 889. SCBI 
Edingurgh 48:1044. Near Very Fine; while the design is clear, the flan has oxidation and patination indicative of base metal.   
 $200

267 James VI. Eighth coinage. AR thistle merk. 1602. 6.71 gm. Crowned shield/ Crowned thistle. S. 5497. Cf. Burns 943 (II:383:3). SCBI 
(Edinburgh) 58:1572 (apparently same dies). Very Fine; pleasing old toning over fresh surfaces. $650

268 Charles I. 1625-1649. AR twelve shillings. 5.66 gm. 31 mm. Third coinage, type IV - Falconer’s second issue, with F after obverse legend. 
Struck 1637-1642. Crowned and draped bust left, XII to right; m.m. thistle / Crowned coat of arms, crowned C and R flanking. S. 5561. 
Very Fine; attractively toned, minor bend in flan. $250

 irelAnd

 Coins of Ireland and the Anglo-Gallic series are generally much scarcer than the issues of England and Scotland. This is partly because of relative population 
sizes and political instability. It also reflects the fact that England and Scotland both issued coins for their monarchs. Irish and Anglo-Gallic coins were 
issued by English monarchs for these subjugated areas. The quality of Irish and Anglo-Gallic coins is also poorer. The quality problem was a question of 
poorer silver, less careful minting, less refined and often overused dies. The Hiberno-Norse series generally offers finer condition coins but the historical 
context was different. By the time of the Tudors, the distaste of the Irish for the English led to issues like the anonymous three-crown groat where the minter 
refused to include the monarch’s name. In any event, the offering of Irish and Anglo-Gallic in this sale amounts to a significant group and provides a good 
opporuttunity for collectors interested in this series. In my ongoing review of sales related to the British series, I seldom see lengthy groups of this material 
offered. (AD)

269 Hiberno-Norse. AR penny. 0.48 gm. 17 mm. ‘Scratched die’ imitation with facing bust and long cross reverse. Phase IV, struck circa 1055-
1065. Helmeted facing head with triple-stranded mustache / Voided long cross, hand and cross in opposite angles, pellets in remaining 
angles. SCBI Hiberno-Norse 152-153. D&F 27. S. 6136. Near Extremely Fine; toned, slightly ragged flan. Rare type. $2000

270 Hiberno-Norse. Sihtric Anlafsson. 1015-1035. AR penny. 1.37 gm. 18 mm. Imitation of Æthelred’s long cross type. Dublin mint. Færemin 
moneyer. Phase II, struck circa 1015-1035. Draped bust left; behind, + with two pellets above; +SIHTRE RE+DI / Voided long cross with 
pellet in each angle; +FÆ REM INMO DYFLI. SCBI Hiberno-Norse 64-66 var. (no pellets behind bust on obverse). D&F 23. S. 6122. 
Near Extremely Fine; bold and attractive. Rare and distinctive type. $2000

271 Hiberno-Norse. AR penny. 0.93 gm. 18 mm. Imitation of Æthelred’s long cross type. Phase III, struck circa 1035-1055. Draped bust left / 
Voided long cross, quatrefoil in first angle, hands in second and third. SCBI Hiberno-Norse 100. D&F 24. S. 6132. Good Extremely Fine; 
lightly toned over fresh surfaces. $2000

272 Hiberno-Norse. AR penny. 0.42 gm. 17 mm. Crude imitation of Æthelred’s long cross type. Phase VI, struck circa 1095-1110. Very crude 
bust left, for eye, crozier before / Voided long cross with central pellet in annulet, scepters and pellets in one pair of opposing quarters, 
single pellets in other pair. SCBI Hiberno-Norse 232-249. D&F 32. S. 6187. Good Very Fine; toned, old toning. $1200

273 John. As Lord of Ireland, 1172-1199. AR halfpenny. 0.71 gm. 15 mm. Second (‘DOMinus’) coinage, group Ib. Waterford mint. Gefrei 
moneyer. Struck circa 1190-1198. Diademed facing head; ...ANNGS DOM / Voided short cross, annulets in angles; +GEFRE...A. D&F 
39. S. 6208. Near Extremely Fine; lightly toned with fresh surfaces underneath; parts of legend poorly struck. $250

274 John. As King, 1199-1216. AR penny. 1.39 gm. 19 mm. Third (‘REX’) coinage. Dublin mint. Roberd moneyer. Struck circa 1207-1211. 
Crowned facing bust holding scepter, rosette to right, all within triangle; IOhA NNES REX / Sun, moon, and stars within triangle; 
ROBE + RDON + DIVE, crosses above each legend section. D&F 50. S. 6228. Very Fine; lightly toned; legends clearly struck; portrait 
clear but weak on eye; attractive piece with the name “John” actually spelled out (IOHN). $250

275 John. As King, 1199-1216. AR halfpenny. 0.63 gm. 15 mm. Third (‘REX’) coinage. Dublin mint. Willem moneyer. Struck circa 1207-1211. 
Crowned facing bust within triangle, pellet in each corner / Cross, moon, and stars within triangle; WIL LEM DIV (obscured by double 
strike). D&F 51. S. 6231. Very Fine; toned, double struck. $250
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276 Henry III. 1216-1272. AR penny. 1.45 gm. 18 mm. Class Ia. Dublin mint. Ricard moneyer. Struck 1251-1254. Crowned facing head holding 
scepter, rosette to right, all within triangle; hENRI CVS R EX III / Voided long cross pommée, three pellets in each angle; RIC ARD 
OND IVE. D&F 53. S. 6235. Good Very Fine; lightly toned; underlying fresh surfaces. $250

277 Edward I. 1272-1307. AR penny. 1.37 gm. 20 mm. Second (‘EDW’) coinage, class Ib. Waterford mint. Struck 1279-1302. Crowned facing 
bust, trio of pellets on breast, all within inverted triangle / Long cross pattée, three pellets in each angle; CIVI TAS WATE RFOR. D&F 
64. S. 6254. Good Very Fine; attractively toned, slight ghosting of reverse cross on obverse; fresh surfaces. $200

278 Henry VII. 1485-1509. AR groat. 1.61 gm. 24 mm. Early ‘Three Crowns’ issue, type II. Dublin mint. Struck 1485-1487. Coat of arms over 
cross with pellet ends; DOMI NVS hYBE RNIE / Three crowns in pale over cross with pellet ends; DOMI NVS hYBE RNIE. D&F 
183. S. 6415. Near Very Fine; toned, struck from a worn and rusty die. $250

279 Henry VII. 1485-1509. AR groat. 1.89 gm. 24 mm. Late portrait issue, class IIc. Dublin mint. Struck circa 1496-1505. Crowned facing bust 
within tressure of arches, saltires on points of tressure / Long cross, three pellets in each angle. D&F 198. S. 6460. Fine to Very Fine; 
typical haphazard strike for the era; what is there is clear; some stable green. $250

 (Cataloger note: I particularly like this piece for its sense of historical immediacy. MS65 it is not.)

280 Henry VIII, with Anne Boleyn. 1509-1547. AR groat. Crown i.m. 2.37 gm. 23 mm. First Harp issue. Struck 1534-1535. Crowned coat of arms 
over long cross fourchée / Crowned harp, crowned h and A flanking. D&F 201. S. 6472. Pleasing Very Fine; attractive silver-gray toning 
with multi-hued toning in the reverse elements. $350

281 Henry VIII, with Jane Seymour. 1509-1547. AR groat. Crown i.m. 2.02 gm. 24 mm. First Harp issue. Struck 1536-1537. Crowned coat of 
arms over long cross fourchée / Crowned harp, crowned h and I flanking. D&F 202. S. 6473. Pleasing Very Fine; minor flan bend at 12 
obverse. $250

282 Henry VIII, with Katherine Howard. 1509-1547. AR groat. Crown i.m. 2.33 gm. 23 mm. First Harp issue. Struck 1540. Crowned coat of 
arms over long cross fourchée / Crowned harp, crowned h and K flanking. D&F 203. S. 6474. Near Very Fine; small edge strike split.  
 $250

283 Henry VIII. 1509-1547. AR sixpenny groat. Lis i.m. 2.40 gm. 25 mm. Fifth Harp issue. Struck 1544-1546. Crowned coat of arms over long 
cross fourchée / Crowned harp, crowned h and R flanking, legend ends in regnal year (‘37’). D&F 210. S. 6483A. Near Very Fine; lightly 
toned, small edge strike split; the ‘37’ is partially visible at the end of the reverse legend. $400

 The ‘37’ indication of the regnal year (1546) marks the first explicitly dated coin in the British series. Base issue shillings of Edward VI were first dated in 
Roman numerals in 1549.

284 Edward VI. 1547-1553. AR sixpenny groat. Harp i.m. 2.19 gm. 26 mm. Posthumous Old Head coinage of Henry VIII. Type IV (late ‘Tower’ 
bust). Dublin mint. P i.m. Struck 1547-circa 1550. Small crowned bust facing slightly right / Coat of arms over long cross fourchée. D&F 
218. S. 6488. Fine-Very Fine; toned, some light roughness, decent surfaces, weak portrait. $200

285 Philip and Mary. 1554-1558. AR groat. Rose i.m. 2.64 gm. 26 mm. Dated 1557. Busts of Philip and Mary face to face, crown flanked by date 
(15 57) above / Crowned harp, crowned P and M flanking. D&F 237. S. 6501B. Near Very Fine; lightly toned; typical strike for this issue 
with central elements somewhat weak; legends and overall flan are better than usually encountered. $250

286 Philip and Mary. 1554-1558. AR groat. Rose i.m. 2.86 gm. 26 mm. Dated 15 (date obscured). Busts of Philip and Mary face to face, crown 
flanked by date (15 [...]) / Crowned harp, crowned P and M flanking; m.m. portcullis. D&F 235ff. S. 6501 or 6501A. Decent Fine; toned, 
areas of flat strike, striking break at 3 (this base silver was brittle, a problem when struck both in terms of strike quality and flan integrity). 
Clear portrait of Philip, some original mint bloom evident. $250

287 Elizabeth I. 1558-1603. Billon shilling. 8.91 gm. 33 mm. First (base coinage) issue of 1558. Bust 1A. Crowned bust left, legend ends REGI; 
m.m. rose / Crowned harp, crowned E and R flanking; m.m. rose. BCW RS-1D;a1. D&F 240. S. 6503. Near Very Fine; toned, some stable 
deposits; the portrait and harp on the reverse are generally clear; the flan is intact and relatively full. $400

288 Elizabeth I. 1558-1603. Billon groat. Rose i.m. 2.80 gm. 26 mm. First (base coinage) issue of 1558. Bust 1F. Crowned bust left, legend ends 
REG / Crowned harp, crowned E and R flanking. BCW RS-1E;a1. D&F 245. S. 6504. Attractive Very Fine; slightly iridescent toning, 
scrape on obverse, usual low relief but most portrait and harp details evident; decent surfaces; most of legend clear on a generally full flan.  
 $300

289 Elizabeth I. 1558-1603. AR shilling. Harp i.m. 4.53 gm. 30 mm. Second (‘fine’ coinage) issue. Bust 3C. Dated 1561. Crowned bust left, 
obverse legend ends REGI / Three harps on crowned coat of arms, date flanking. BCW HP-1B;a. D&F 247. S. 6505. Near Very Fine; 
slightly iridescent toning on good metal, small die flaw in obverse field before bust and in reverse field to right of date; overall a pleasing 
example of this scarce issue with all portrait details present and the legends well struck. $1000

290 Elizabeth I. 1558-1603. Æ penny. Martlet i.m. 2.10 gm. 19 mm. Third (base coinage) issue. Dated 1602. Coat of arms, E and R flanking / 
Crowned harp, date flanking. BCW MR-1A;a. D&F 256. S. 6510A. Good Very Fine; glossy dark reddish-brown patina with scattered 
green; fresh and pleasing coin. $250

291 James I. 1603-1626. AR shilling. 4.89 gm. Dublin. First bust. First coinage. Bell i.m. (1603-4). S. 6512. Near Very Fine; old scratches on 
obverse; full round flan. $400
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292 Charles I. 1625-1649. AR threepence. 1.36 gm. 17 mm. The Great Rebellion - Coinages of the Lords Justices. ‘Ormonde Money’ issue of 
1643-1644. C R, crown above / III, small D above. D&F 309. S. 6549. Near Very Fine; toned, minor flaws typical of emergency money.  
 $300

293 Charles I. 1625-1649. AR groat. 1.92 gm. 19 mm. The Great Rebellion - Coinages of the Lords Justices. ‘Ormonde Money’ issue of 1643-
1644. C R, crown above / IIII, small D above. D&F 305. S. 6548. Very Fine; toned. Attractive. $500

294 Charles I. 1625-1649. AR sixpence. 2.88 gm. 20 mm. The Great Rebellion - Coinages of the Lords Justices. ‘Ormonde Money’ issue of 1643-
1644. C R, crown above / VI, small D above. D&F 302. S. 6547. Very Fine; toned, old fully toned scratch across crown on obverse, typical 
irregular flan. $400

295  Charles I. The Great Rebellion. 1642-1649. Southern Cities of Refuge. Kilkenny.  Æ halfpenny. 4.98 gm. 27 mm. Countermark of five 
small castle towers shaped as a rosette struck on a Kilkenny halfpenny of 1642-43; (S. 6555) the harp, the R in the field and part of the legend 
are clear. / The obverse of the Kilkenny halfpenny of 1642-3 with an “R” and parts of the inner circle the only clear elements. S. 6563B. 
The countermark is clear; the host coin elements not affected by the countermark are generally clear though the image is not strong; the 
reverse shows little detail. All in all, this is an exceptional example of this emergency coinage that often comes in a barely discernable grade 
accompanied by miserable surfaces. A significant piece historically in appealing condition for the type. $1250

296 James II. 1685-1691. Æ gunmoney crown. 14.50 gm. 33 mm. Civil War Coinage. Dated 1690. King on horseback left, legend starting to left 
of head / Cruciform crowned coats of arms around large central crown, date across field. D&F 366. S. 6578. Very Fine; well struck horse 
and rider. Overstruck on large size 1689 halfcrown. $250

297 James II. 1685-1691. Æ large size halfcrown. 12.57 gm. 32 mm. Civil War Coinage. Dated July 1689. Laureate and draped bust left / Crown 
over crossed scepters, ornate J and R flanking, date (1689) and denomination (XXX) above, month of issue (July) below. D&F 375. S. 
6579A. Good Very Fine; scattered porosity. $150

298 James II. 1685-1691. Æ small size halfcrown. 11.65 gm. 29 mm. Civil War Coinage. Dated May 1690. Laureate head left / Crown over 
crossed scepters, ornate J and R flanking, date (1690) and denomination (XXX) above, month of issue (May) below. D&F 398. S. 6580b. 
Near Extremely Fine; minty surfaces in parts of legend, a few hairline die breaks. $250

299 James II. 1685-1691. Æ large size shilling. 6.56 gm. 26 mm. Civil War Coinage. Dated December 1689. Laureate head left / Crown over 
crossed scepters, J and R flanking, date (1689) and denomination (XII) above, month of issue (r/10) below. D&F 420. S. 6581LL. Near 
Extremely Fine; glossy brown surfaces, a few minor deposits and hairline die breaks. More rare variety with inverted (6h) die axis.   
 $200

300 James II. 1685-1691. Æ large size shilling. 6.42 gm. 25 mm. Civil War Coinage. Dated December 1689. Laureate head left / Crown over 
crossed scepters, J and R flanking, date (1689) and denomination (XII) above, month of issue (Dec:) below. D&F 420. S. 6581K. Near 
Extremely Fine; slightly minty surfaces, typical porosity. $200

301 James II. 1685-1691. Æ gunmoney sixpence. 3.36 gm. 20 mm. Civil War Coinage. Dated January 1689. Laureate and draped bust left / 
Crown over crossed scepters, J and R flanking, date (1689) and denomination (VI) above, month of issue (Jan:) below. D&F 459. S. 6583J. 
Good Very Fine; minor porosity. $150

302 Charles II. 1645-1685. Æ farthing. 5.30 gm. 25 mm. ‘Saint Patrick’s’ coinage. King David playing harp, crown above / Saint Patrick with 
patriarchal cross driving away reptiles, cathedral to right. D&F 342. Breen 208. S. 6569. Good Fine; attractive light brown patina, minor 
roughness, flaw on crown and a few light scratches above King David on obverse. $750

303 George I. 1714-1727. Æ halfpenny. 7.60 gm. 26 mm. William Wood’s coinage. Type II. Dated 1723. Laureate head right / Hibernia seated 
left, leaning on harp and holding branch. Martin 4.47/Gb7. D&F 517. S. 6601. Very Fine; fully toned old scrape across neck on obverse.  
 $200

304 George I. 1714-1727. Æ farthing. 3.86 gm. 22 mm. William Wood’s coinage. Type III. Dated 1723. Laureate head right / Hibernia seated left, 
leaning on harp and holding branch. Martin 3.2/Bb1. D&F 525. S. 6604. Good Very Fine. $200

305 George III. 1760-1820. Æ halfpenny. 7.72 gm. 29 mm. London Coinage. Type I. Dated 1766. Laureate head right / Crowned harp, date 
flanking base. D&F 580. S. 6612. Good Very Fine; double struck; interesting error a fascinating and unusual piece. $200

306 George III. 1760-1820. AR six shillings. 26.57 gm. 41 mm. Bank of Ireland token. Dated 1804. Laureate and draped bust right, top leaf 
points to upright of E in DEI / Hibernia seated left, leaning on harp and holding branch. D&F 614. S. 6615. Very Fine; very light scratches.  
 $400

307 George III. 1760-1820. Æ halfpenny. 8.62 gm. 28 mm. ‘Soho’ (Birmingham) Coinage. Dated 1805. Laureate and draped bust right / 
Crowned harp, date below. D&F 590. S. 6621. Good Extremely Fine; rich brown surfaces; slight surface flaw on reverse; die polishing 
marks. Attractive and choice. $250
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 Anglo-gAllic

308 AQUITAINE. Henry II. 1154-1189. AR denier. 0.63 gm. 17 mm. Short cross pattée within inner circle; +hENRICVS REX / + AQVI 
TANI E in four lines across field, annulets flanking cross and final E. Elias 1. Good Very Fine; lightly toned, clearly struck.   
 $250

309 POITOU. Richard I. 1189-1199. AR denier. 0.91 gm. 19 mm. Short cross pattée within inner circle; +RICARDVS REX / PIC TAVIE 
NSIS in three lines across field. Elias 8. Very Fine; lightly iridescent toning. $250

 This is the only issue where Richard the Lionhearted’s name is actually written out.

310 AQUITAINE. Eleanor, wife of Henry II. Duchess of Aquitaine, 1137-1204. AR denier. 0.85 gm. 17 mm. Two small crosses, M above, A 
below, all within inner circle; +DVCISIT / Short cross pattée within inner circle; +AQVITANIE. Elias 11b. Very Fine; lightly toned, 
clearly struck. $250

311 Edward I. 1272-1307. AR denier au leopard. 0.89 gm. 19 mm. First type. Bordeaux mint. AGL’ between two lines across field, leopard left 
above, E below; +EDWARDVSREX / Short cross pattée within inner circle, E in first angle;+DVXAQITBVRD’. Elias 18 correction 
(rev. legend spelling). Good Very Fine; lightly toned, slightly ragged edge. $250

312 Edward II. 1307-1327. AR maille blanche hibernie. 1.85 gm. 22 mm. Short cross pattée within inner circle / Castle with embattled towers, 
three pellets above gateway and three below castle, all surrounded by tressure of nine arches containing leaves. Elias 32. Very Fine; slightly 
iridescent toning, irregular flan. $300

313 Edward III. 1327-1377. AR gros tournois au léopard au-dessus. 2.08 gm. 21 mm. Crescent type. Short cross pattée within inner circle; 
crescent before REX in legend / Castle, annulets flanking crescent within, leopard facing left above, all surrounded by tressure of arches 
containing leaves. Elias 62f. Near Extremely Fine; lightly toned, choice surfaces; squarish flan. $350

314 Edward the Black Prince. Prince of Aquitaine, 1362-1372. Hardi d’argent. 1.02 gm. 19 mm. Limoges mint. Half-length figure of Prince facing 
under Gothic canopy, holding sword and raising hand; legend ends with [L], no stops / Long cross pattée, lis and leopards in opposite 
quarters; rosette stops. Elias 204. Good Very Fine; toned, ghosting of reverse cross on obverse. $300

315 Edward the Black Prince. Prince of Aquitaine, 1362-1372. Hardi d’argent. 1.06 gm. 19 mm. Poitiers mint. Half-length figure of Prince facing 
under Gothic canopy, holding sword and raising hand; no P at end of legend, no stops / Long cross pattée, lis and leopards in opposite 
quarters; P between Q and I in legend, no stops. Elias 205b. Very Fine; numerous small peck marks on obverse and a few on the reverse; 
thin scratch on reverse; otherwise the coin is well struck with light toning over fresh mint surfaces. $200

316 Edward the Black Prince. Prince of Aquitaine, 1362-1372. Hardi d’argent. 1.14 gm. 19 mm. La Rochelle mint. Half-length figure of Prince 
facing under Gothic canopy, holding sword and raising hand; no R at end of legend, no stops / Long cross pattée, lis and leopards in 
opposite quarters; R after PRNCPS in legend, rosette stops. Elias 206a. Very Fine; slightly iridescent toning, minor ghosting of reverse 
cross on obverse. $300

317 Richard II. 1377-1399. Hardi d’argent. 0.81 gm. 18 mm. Half-length crowned figure of the king facing under canopy, holding sword and 
raising hand / Long cross pattée, lis and leopards in opposite quarters. Elias 228. Near Very Fine; lightly toned, light scratches on obverse, 
clipped flan. $250

318 Henry IV. 1399-1413. Hardi d’argent. 1.06 gm. 21 mm. Half-length crowned figure of the king facing under canopy, holding sword and 
raising hand; annulets before and after legend / Long cross pattée, lis and leopards in opposite quarters. Elias 233 var. (annulets). Very 
Fine; toned, light old (i.e. fully toned) scratches and cleaning marks, ghosting of reverse cross on obverse. A full flan example from a scarce 
English reign. $300

319 Henry VI. 1422-1461. AR grand blanc aux Écus. 3.16 gm. 29 mm. Saint-Lô mint, m.m. fleur-de-lis. Coats of arms of France and England 
side by side, hERICVS above; triple bar stops / Latin cross flanked by lis and leopard, hERICVS below; triple bar stops. Elias 288. Very 
Fine; lightly toned, slight edge chip. Great surfaces. $350

 

remember:
NO BUYER’S FEES IN OUR AUCTION!
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 British trAde tokens of the 18th century (dAlton And hAmer)
 
 threepence, pennies & hAlfpennies

320 Buckinghamshire 22 (Scarce). Slough. Halfpenny. 28 mm. Shield of arms with a ribbon reading “For King and country” in Latin; W TILL 

WINE & SPIRIT MERCHANT around; 1794 / A lion rampant left; HALFPENNY TOKEN SLOUGH, BUCKS *RED LION INN* around. Choice 
Extremely Fine+; red and brown. $250

321 Buckinghamshire 27 (Scarce). Slough. Halfpenny. 28 mm. Shield of arms; JOHN PECKHAM CHEMIST & DRUGGIST around / A Phoenix; 
SLOUGH, BUCKS HALFPENNY TOKEN around; 1795. Choice Extremely Fine; red and brown; prooflike. $250

322 Cornwall 2. County. Halfpenny. 28 mm. A druid’s head left, oak wreath around / Shield of arms, a coronet above; CORNISH COPPER HALF 

AN OUNCE 1791 around. Bronzed proof. $200

323 Dorsetshire 3. (RR). Poole. Halfpenny. Terminal die state. 8.99 gm. 30 mm. The Prince of Wales’ crest in high relief; R ALLEN IRON 

MONGER POOLE around; 76 in an oval circle just below the plumes. POOLE HALFPENNY PAYABLE IN DORSETSHIRE AND DEVON 1797 in six 
lines. Mint State; substantial red.  $300  
Ex Farnell with a tag in his hand 

324 Essex 5. Chelmsford. Halfpenny. 29 mm. A building; SHIRE HALL in a ribbon below / A crown and scepter, radiated; KING AND 

CONSTITUTION on a ribbon; 1794 below. Uncirculated; prooflike. $150

325 Hampshire 41. Gosport. Halfpenny. 29 mm. Helmeted bust of Sir Bevois; PROMISSORY HALFPENNY around / A large sailing ship with 
full sails; PRO BONO PUBLICO; 1794 in exergue. Edge: PAYABLE AT I IORDANS DRAPER GOSPORT x x x. Uncirculated; lightly toned; choice 
example. $150  
Ex Myles Gerson. 

326 Hertfordshire 4. Stortford. Halfpenny. 29 mm. Shield of arms, crest with motto; SIR GEORGE JACKSON BAR: SOLE PROPRIETOR / View of 
a countryside with a river with barges; STORT NAVIGATION SOURCE OF TRADE 1795 around. Edge: PAYABLE AT BISHOPS STORTFORD. 
Good Extremely Fine; glimmers of original red showing around letters; the reverse is one of the more attractive token landscapes. $250

327 Middlesex 342. Ibberson’s. Halfpenny. 29 mm. St. George killing the dragon; HOLBORN LONDON around; C. JBBERSON in exergue; 
PONTHON in small letters on the exergue line / MAIL & POST COACHES TO ALL PARTS OF ENGLAND in four lines, a laurel wreath around. 
Edge: PAYABLE AT THE GEORGE & BLUE BOAR LONDON. Uncirculated; prooflike; rich chocolate brown. $200

328 Middlesex 345. Kelly’s. Halfpenny. 29 mm. A boy holding the reins of a harnessed horse; KELLY’S LIGHT HARNESS &C. SOLD CHEAP AT 

THEIR MANUFACTORY STRAND LONDON in four lines below exergue / Riding tack; KELLYS PATENT SADLERY &C SOLD CHEAP around. 
Edge: PAYABLE AT LONDON +.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+. Brown and red Uncirculated; choice token. $150

329 Middlesex 690b. Spence. Halfpenny. 27 mm. Bust of Spence left; T * SPENCE * 7 MONTHS IMPRISON’D FOR HIGH TREASON * 1794 (4 
reversed); JAMES (artist’s name) in small print below bust / A shepherd reclining under a tree, his flock and a hill in the background; 1790 
below. Plain edge. Good Extremely Fine+; substantial mint red. $250   
Ex Cokayne.

330 Middlesex 889. Spence. Halfpenny. 27 mm. Four men dancing around a pole with a radiated head depicting William Pitt on the top; TREE 

OF LIBERTY around / The French rooster crowing while sitting on the haunch of the British lion; LET TYRANTS TREMBLE AT THE CROW 

OF LIBERTY 1795. Edge: SPENCE * DEALER * IN * COINS * LONDON *. Ex Cokayne. Red and brown Uncirculated; flan slightly oval in shape 
and thicker across top third; two old scrapes on reverse that look like they occurred at the time of manufacture. $250

 Wikipedia notes that both William Pitt the Elder and the younger came to the view that continuing the American War of Independence was unwise. The 
younger Pitt became Prime Minister at the age of 24, the youngest PM ever, and supported George III’s domestic policies.

331 Middlesex 972. National Series. Silvered halfpenny; struck on a gilded flan. 24 mm. Bust left of the Prince Regent (became George IV); 
PRINCE REGENT around / A crown; HE HOLDS IT FOR THE KING around; 1789 in exergue. (A reflection of the state of the monarchy when 
George III was ill.) Uncirculated; choice with reflective fields; silvering thinned on check. $150   
Ex W. Anderson.

332 Norfolk 1. (Scarce) Wroxham. Threepence. 35 mm. A wheelbarrow with a spade and pickaxe; MARBLE PIT TOKEN below; TO PAY 

WORKMEN AND PROMOTE AGRICULTURE around / 3 PENCE PAYABLE AT WROXHAM in center; D COLLYER PROPRIETOR 1707 around. 
Good Extremely Fine+; an exceptional example of this large and unusual token. $600

333 Norfolk 5a. Aylsham. Halfpenny. 28 mm. Grocers’ arms; PROSPERITY TO THE TOWN OF AYLSHAM around / The Prince of Wales crest; 
ICH BIEN incuse lettering on a ribbon; INDUSTRY IS THE PARENT OF SUCCESS HALFPENNY 1795 around. Edge: S & T ASHLEY. Brown and 
red Uncirculated; choice token. $150

334 Norfolk 22. Norwich. Halfpenny. 29 mm. A muff and tippet; PAYABLE AT J CLARKE’S MARKET PLACE NORWICH / An umbrella, hat and 
glove; NO 2 GENTLEMANS WALK 1794 around. Brown Uncirculated; trace of underlying red. $150

335 Norfolk 31. Norwich. Halfpenny. 29 mm. Arms of Norwich; SUCCESS TO THE CITY OF NORWICH around / An eagle with wings spread; 
NORWICH HALFPENNY around; 1793 in exergue. Edge: PAYABLE AT THE SHOP OF DUNHAM & GALLOP GOLD-SMITHS. Red and brown 
Uncirculated. $150
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336 Norfolk 44. Norwich. Halfpenny. 29 mm. Arms of the city of Norwich; 1792 arranged around / A man in a loom. Edge: IOHN HARVEY OF 

NORWICH. x x x x . Brown and red Uncirculated; choice token. $150

337 Staffordshire 20. Stafford. Halfpenny. 29 mm. Arms of Stafford; STAFFORD 1797 around / Large WH cypher, a Staffordshire knot below; 
HALFPENNY around. Edge: PAYABLE BY HORTON AND COMPANY + + +. Red and brown Uncirculated; choice token. $150

338 Suffolk 19. Blything. Halfpenny. 30 mm. A yeoman mounted on a horse galloping left; LOYAL SUFFOLK YEOMANRY around; FIRST TROOP 
in exergue / A castle. SUFFOLK 1794 underneath; a crowned garter around inscribed LIBERTY LOYALTY PROPERTY incuse; BLYTHING 

HUNDRED HALFPENNY around rim. Edge: GOD SAVE THE KING AND CONSTITUTION x x x. Brown and red Uncirculated; prooflike 
appearance; choice. $150

339 Suffolk 26. Bury. Halfpenny. 29 mm. Arms of Bury St. Edmunds; SUCCESS TO THE PLOUGH & FLEECE around / A crown between palm 
leaves; PD cypher above; THE COMMERCE OF BRITAIN around. Edge: PAYABLE AT P DECKS POST OFFICE BURY . x x . Full red Mint 
State; fresh and exceptional piece. $200

340 Surrey 8. (Scarce) Croydon. Halfpenny. 28 mm. Large D G cypher in center; HALFPENNY PAYABLE AT GARRAWAYS CROYDON around / 
An ornate teapot; THE BEST TEAS IN CROYDON 1797. Brown Uncirculated; choice with lustrous surface. $150

341 Sussex 22. East Grinstead. Halfpenny. 28 mm. Freemason’s arms; PRO BONO PUBLICO around / Large IHB cypher in center, balance scale 
above; EAST GRINSTEAD HALFPENNY 1795 around. Edge: PAYABLE AT I + H BOORMAN . x . x . Red and brown Uncirculated. $150

342 Warwickshire 231. Coventry. Halfpenny. 28 mm. Lady Godiva seated side-saddle on a horse left; PRO BONO PUBLICO around; 1792 in 
exergue / An elephant and castle; COVENTRY HALFPENNY. Edge: PAYABLE AT THE WAREHOUSE OF ROBERT REYNOLDS &CO. Good 
Extremely Fine; even brown tone. $150

343 Wiltshire 21. Salisbury. Halfpenny. 29 mm. A large church; CATHEDRAL CHURCH OF SARUM around / Grocers’ arms; GOD GRANT GRACE 
on a ribbon; FINE TEAS & C above; 1796 below. Edge: PAYABLE AT I & T SHARPES SALISBURY - x -. Bronzed proof. $150

344 Worcestershire 5 (R). Dudley. 34 mm. Ruins of an ancient building; TOWER OF DUDLEY CASTLE 1797 around / E D cypher between sprigs 
of laurel; E DAVIS NAIL FACTOR DUDLEY around. Edge: I PROMISE TO PAY ON DEMAND THE BEARER ONE PENNY. Red and Brown 
Uncirculated; dramatic and choice. $250

345 WALES. Carmarthenshire 7. Carmarthen. Halfpenny. 29 mm. Three men working at an iron smelting furnace; IRON WORKS AT 

CAERMARTHEN around; HALFPENNY in exergue / A man working at an iron forge; KIDWELLY WHITLAND BLACKPOOL AND 

CWMDWYFRON FORGES around; I MORGAN in exergue. Uncirculated; finely lacquered. $200

346 WALES. Glamorganshire 3b. Glamorgan. Halfpenny. 29 mm. Crowned bust left; JESTYN AP GWRGAN TYWYSOG MORGANWG 

1091 around. / Britannia seated left with a shield and spear; Y BRENHIN AR TYFRAITH around; 1795 in exergue. Edge (in raised letters): 
GLAMORGAN HALFPENNY, four leaves. Uncirculated; even brown tone, almost prooflike; traces of original red. $ 1 5 0                          

 This is the only token in the entire series with a legend in Welsh. 

347 SCOTLAND. Angusshire 5. Dundee. Penny. 31 mm. Buildings; PUBLIC WAREHOUSES ON THE QUAY SHIPPING OF THIS PORT 8000 
TONS REGR. Below exergue, arms and the designer signature: WRIGHT JUN-DES / A public building with a spire; DUNDEE PENNY 17-97. 
TOWN HOUSE FOUNDED 1732 below the buiding. Edge: PAYABLE ON DEMAND BY THO.S WEBSTER JUN.R. Good Extremely Fine; luster 
traces; pleasing example. $150

348 SCOTLAND. Angusshire 7. Brechin. Halfpenny (manufactured by Kempson). 28 mm. View of a church with two spires; CHURCH below. 
/ A building with a water wheel on the left; EAST MILL above; BRECHIN 1801 below. Edge: PAYABLE BY SMITH AND WILSON x x x. Good 
Extremely Fine; somewhat prooflike, particularly the reverse. $150

349 SCOTLAND. Angusshire 12. Dundee. Halfpenny (manufactured by Boulton). 27 mm. Shield of arms; DEI DONUM above; PRUDENTIA 

ET CANDORE below. PAYABLE AT W CROOMS HIGH STREET DUNDEE below the shield / SELLS WHOLESALE WOOLEN & LINEN DRAPERY 

GOODS WATCHES & CHEAP in six lines. Choice Extremely Fine; prooflike. $150

350 SCOTLAND. Angusshire 13. Dundee. Halfpenny (manufactured by Boulton). 29 mm. Shield of arms between two dragons; DEI DONUM 
above, PRUDENTIA ET CANDORE below; PAYABLE AT W. CROOMS HIGH STREET DUNDEE around / SELLS WHOLESALE WOOLEN & 

LOINEN DRAPERY GOODS WATCHES &C &C in six lines. Brilliant Uncirculated; full red; highly reflective and prooflike. $250

351 SCOTLAND. Angusshire 16. Dundee. Halfpenny (die by Wyon). 27 mm. Front view of a large building; I.W.I. DESIGN in small letters 
under DUNDEE HALFPENNY, 1796 above; INFIRMARY FOUNDED 1794 below / Harbor view with a shop docked at a stone block quay; 
MARE ET COMMERCIUM COLIMUS around; arms in sunken oval below. Edge engrailed with a wavy line and dots. Full red Uncirculated; 
complex and compelling design. $250
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352 SCOTLAND. Angusshire 18. Dundee. Halfpenny (die by Wyon). 29 mm. A fortress; DUNDEE HALFPENNY 1797 above; DUNDEE CASTLE 

FOUNDD 1660. CONVERTED INTO BARRACKS 1794 below / A man working flax; FLAX-HECKLING above; W: DES in small letters below; 3336 
TONS FLAX & HEMP IMPORTED HERE IN 1796; VALUE. L. 160.128 around. Brown Uncirculated; prooflike with an even glossy chocolate 
brown tone; under careful scrutiny, an old India ink museum number is faintly visible below the “1797” $200

353 SCOTLAND. Invernesshire 2. Inverness. Halfpenny. 28 mm. A rose and thistle united; INVERNESS HALFPENNY 1794 around / A 
cornucopia holding flowers; CONCORDIA ET FIDELITAS around; CLACH NA CUDDEN in raised letters on an historic stone below. Edge: 
PAYABLE AT MACKINTOSH INGLIS & WILSON’S. Ex Brodie.  Bronzed proof; small bulge on flan at 11 where the lettering collar was not 
tight, an interesting reflection of the minting technology of the era.  $200  

354 SCOTLAND. Lanarkshire 2a. Glasgow. Halfpenny. 28 mm. Glasgow arms; LET GLASGOW FLOURISH / River god reclining on an 
urn labelled CLYDE; NUNQUAM ARESCERE around; MDCCXCI in exergue; tiny initirals R.D. below. Edge: PAYABLE AT THE HOUSE OF 

GILBERT SHEARER & CO. Ex Watt/Boulton estate. Brilliant Uncirculated.  $300  

355 SCOTLAND. Lanarkshire 2a. Glasgow. Halfpenny. 28 mm. Glasgow arms; LET GLASGOW FLOURISH / River god reclining on an 
urn labelled CLYDE; NUNQUAM ARESCERE around; MDCCXCI in exergue; tiny initirals R.D. below. Edge: PAYABLE AT THE HOUSE OF 

GILBERT SHEARER & CC (the final letter should be an “O” but it was cut off by the collar). Bronzed proof. $200

356 SCOTLAND. Lothian 13a. Edinburgh. Campbells. Halfpenny. 28 mm. Bust of a Turk smoking a pipe left; PAYABLE AT CAMPBELLS 

SNUFF SHOP around; JAMES in small type below the bust / A snuff jar labelled 37, 1796 below; crossed smoking pipes above; SAINT 

ANDREWS STREET EDINBURGH around. Plain edge. Ex Davisson 21 (380); the Bill Wahl collection. Ex Wayne Anderson (envelope). 
Good Extremely Fine+; brown and red with luster in legends and design; Prooflike.  $150 

357 SCOTLAND. Lothian 16 (RR). Edinburgh. Campbells. Halfpenny. 28 mm. Bust of a Turk smoking a pipe left; PAYABLE AT CAMPBELLS 

SNUFF SHOP around / A snuff jar labelled 37 on a branch of two thistles, 1796 below; crossed smoking pipes above; SAINT ANDREWS 

STREET EDINBURGH around. Plain edge. Extremely Fine; attractive example of a rare token that was somewhat haphazardly produced.  
 $150

358 SCOTLAND. Lothian 18 Edinburgh. Campbells. Halfpenny. 28 mm. Spence’s Highlander standing left in traditional garb; THE 

GALLANT GARB OF SCOTLAND around / A snuff jar labelled 37, 1796 below; crossed smoking pipes above; SAINT ANDREWS STREET 

EDINBURGH around. Edge: SPENCE DEALER X IN X COINS X LONDON X. Uncirculated; choice and prooflike. $250

359 SCOTLAND. Lothian 20. Edinburgh. Harrison’s. Halfpenny. 28 mm. H H cypher / The date 17 - 96 divided by an anchor; H HARRISON 

ST LEONARDS EDIN around. Choice Extremely Fine. $150

360 SCOTLAND. Lothian 24. Edinburgh. Hutchison’s. Halfpenny. 28 mm. St. Andrew with his cross, thistle plants on either side; NEMO ME 

IMPUNE LACESSIT around; 1790 in exergue / Edinburgh arms between thistles, an anchor as the crest; EDINBURGH HALFPENNY around. 
Edge: PAYABLE AT THE WAREHOUSE OF THOS & ALEXR HUTCHISON. Red and brown Uncirculated; choice, lustrous example of a type 
that seldom shows up thus. $150

361 SCOTLAND. Lothian 25 (Scarce). Edinburgh. Hutchison’s. Halfpenny. 28 mm. St. Andrew with his cross, thistle plants on either 
side; NEMO ME IMPUNE LACESSIT around; 1790 in exergue / Edinburgh arms between thistles, an anchor as the crest; EDINBURGH 

HALFPENNY around. Edge: PAYABLE AT THE WAREHOUSE OF THOS & ALEXR HUTCHISON. Brown and red Uncirculated; choice, 
prooflke. $150

362 SCOTLAND. Lothian 36. Edinburgh. Hutchison’s. Halfpenny. 28 mm. St. Andrew with his cross, thistle plants on either side; NEMO ME 

IMPUNE LACESSIT around; 1791 in exergue / Edinburgh arms between thistles, an anchor as the crest; EDINBURGH HALFPENNY around. 
Edge: PAYABLE AT THE WAREHOUSE OF THOS & ALEXR HUTCHISON. Brown and red Uncirculated; choice. $150

363 SCOTLAND. Lothian 41 (Scarce). Edinburgh. Hutchison’s. Halfpenny. 28 mm. St. Andrew with his cross, thistle plants on either 
side; NEMO ME IMPUNE LACESSIT around; 1792 in exergue / Edinburgh arms between thistles, an anchor as the crest; EDINBURGH 

HALFPENNY around. Edge: PAYABLE AT THE WAREHOUSE OF THOS & ALEXR HUTCHISON. Choice Extremely Fine; some original red 
evident. $150

364 SCOTLAND. Lothian 59. Leith. Halfpenny. 28 mm. A ship sailing by a fort; SUCCESS TO THE PORT OF LEITH 1796 / A female seated left, 
holding a scale in her outstretched right hand, TEA and GIN on parcels in front of her, a thistle behind; PAYABLE AT THE HOUSE OF JOHN 

WHITE in two semicircles above; KIRKGATE LEITH below. Mostly red Uncirculated; choice and attractive; rare thus. $200

365 SCOTLAND. Perthshire 5. (RR) Perth. Halfpenny. 29 mm. Hank of yarn and a package of flax; 17 - 97; PERTH HALFPENNY around/ The 
arms of Perth; PRO REGE LEGE ET GREGE around. Edge: PAYABLE AT THE HOUSE OF PAT.K MAXWELL X X. Uncirculated; lightly toned 
with mint red showing through. $250

366 IRELAND. Dublin 309. Halfpenny. 11.14 gm. 29 mm. A female seated right, leaning on an anchor and spilling the contents of a cornucopia 
to her left; MAY IRELAND EVER FLOURISH around / A bottle labeled BRANDY and a sugar loaf; 1794; TALBORT FYAN GROCER POOLBEG 

STREET DUBLIN around. Edge: MANUFACTURED BY W LUTWYCHE BIRMINGHAM. Choice Extremely Fine+; red and brown. $150

367 IRELAND. Dublin 357 variety (exact type unlisted). (Very rare, as is this issue generally). Halfpenny. 28 mm. A female seated by a harp 
with seven strings; INDUSTRY. HAS. ITS. SURE .REWARD around, 1792 in exergue. The 2 is larger and higher than the other numerals, the 
bottom line of the 2 is longer and curved and the digit touches the exergue line. In some respects it looks like a 9 that was converted into a 
2. Unusual and heretofore unrecorded. / R L T & Co cypher; PRO BONO PUBLICO around. Edge: PAYABLE IN DUBLIN CORK DERRY OR 

LIMERICK. Crude  (as usual for this series) Very Fine. Unrecorded and non-trivial variety. $300
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368 IRELAND. Wicklow 18. Cronebane. Halfpenny. 30 mm. Bust of bishop right holding crosier; CRONEBANE HALFPENNY around / Shield 
of arms; ASSOCIATED IRISH MINE COMPANY 1789 around. Bronzed proof. $200

 FARTHING TOKENS
369 Middlesex 1085. Spence. Farthing. 21 mm. Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden; MAN OVER MAN HE MADE NOT LORD around; C 

JAMES (designer) in small type below, partly obliterated by ground lines / A bull with the head of an ass being ridden by a man with spurs 
brandishing a scepter; AM I NOT THINE ASS around. Brown and red Uncirculated. $150   
Ex Cokayne.

370 Middlesex 1095a (Scarce). Spence. Farthing. 21 mm. The faces of a man (Pitt) and a demon joined; EVEN FELLOWS / A padlock; MUM 

above, 1796 below. Plain edge. Mostly red Uncirculated; choice. The male portrait here is the same as the head of the head on the pole of 
Spence’s Tree of Liberty halfpenny, i.e. Pitt. $200   
Ex Cokayne.

371 Middlesex 1133 (Scarce). National Series. Farthing. 21 mm. Conjoined busts right; GEORGIUS III ET CHARLOTTE REX ET REG; K.F. below 
bust. / A palm branch across a lyre; PEACE AND HARMONY. Ex Bell. Extremely Fine+; attractive surfaces with some mint red; die rust 
indications on reverse. $150

372 Warwickshire 482. Birmingham. Farthing. 4.56 gm gm. 23 mm. A classic statue of a nude male wearing a cape standing on a pedestal; a 
shield leaning against the pedestal reads DIE SINKR; PROVINCIAL COINS & MEDALS around; & ENGRAVER in the exergue / A coining press; 
LUTWICHES MANUFACTORY BIRMINGHAM around. Red and brown Uncirculated. $150   
Ex Noble.

373 SCOTLAND. Angusshire 39. Dundee. Farthing. 21 mm. Balance scale, J M & Co cypher below; PAYABLE ON DEMAND DUNDEE around 
/ A sentinel standing on duty, cannon breech left, part of a fort with a flag flying to right. Glossy brown Uncirculated. $150

374 SCOTLAND. Angusshire 43 (R). Dundee. Farthing. 21 mm. P KIRKPATRIC DUNDEE around; GROCER across center / A vase with 
handles holding flowers; TEA & SPIRIT MERCHANT around. Choice Extremely Fine; faint India ink museum number on obverse; charming 
little token. $150

375 SCOTLAND. Berwickshire 2. Duns. Lead farthing. 7.06 gm. 19.5 mm. KERR TOBACCONIST around / DUNSE 1817. This is the Dalton and 
Hamer plate coin; shown on page 455; referred to on page 439. Very Fine; as made; extremely rare. $750

376 SCOTLAND. Lanarkshire 11. (R) Anderston. Farthing. 22 mm. W MCNEILAGE ANDERSTON around; VICTUALLER across center / 
BUTTER & HAM DEALER in four lines. Toned Extremely Fine; choice example, no wear, typical of this issue that was made for use.  
 $150  
Ex Davisson 21 (371); the Bill Wahl collection. 

377 SCOTLAND. Lanarkshire 13. (Scarce) Glasgow. Anderson’s. Farthing. 21 mm. +ARCH ANDERSON’S WAREHOUSE. around; PROVISION 
across center / Two casks on a plank, a ham hanging above; 106 KING STREET GLASGOW. Uncirculated; lightly toned with mint red 
showing.  $150  
Ex Davisson 21 (372); the Bill Wahl collection.

378 SCOTLAND. Lanarkshire 20. (Scarce) Glasgow. Anderson’s. Farthing. 21 mm. A sugar loaf; JAMES ANGUS above, A FARTHING below 
/ A SHIFT 1780 in three lines in the center; TEA SHOP GLASGOW around. Extremely Fine; even light brown tone with traces of mint red 
underlying; when the flan was punched out, the cutter clipped part of the flan.  $150  
Ex Cokayne.

379 SCOTLAND. Lanarkshire 43. (RR) Glasgow. Hamilton’s. Farthing. 22 mm. The arms of Glasgow; a bird in a tree (the bird is under the 
O and W). LET GLASGOW FLOURISH around / GLASGOW RETAILERS TOKEN in three lines. Uncirculated; even chocolate brown tone, 
glossy surfaces, well struck and detailed obverse, an exceptional example of this rare issue.  $200  
Ex Cokayne. 

380 SCOTLAND. Lanarkshire 43. (RR) Glasgow. Hamilton’s. Farthing. 22 mm. The arms of Glasgow; a bird in a tree (the bird is under the 
O and W). LET GLASGOW FLOURISH around / GLASGOW RETAILERS TOKEN in three lines. Uncirculated; substantial red; tree weakly 
struck.  $150  
Ex Cokayne.

 The above two lots are of the same attribution: one offers a superior strike; the other is still mint red.

381 SCOTLAND. Lothian 64 (Scarce). Edinburgh. Hutchison’s. Farthing. 23 mm. St. Andrew with his cross, thistle plants on either 
side; NEMO ME IMPUNE LACESSIT around; 1790 in exergue / Edinburgh arms between thistles, an anchor as the crest; EDINBURGH 

HALFPENNY around. Edge: PAYABLE AT THE WAREHOUSE OF THOS & ALEXR HUTCHISON. Uncirculated; choice and prooflike. $200

382 SCOTLAND. Lothian 66c (RR). Edinburgh. Hutchison’s. Farthing. 23 mm. St. Andrew with his cross, thistle plants on either 
side; NEMO ME IMPUNE LACESSIT around; 1792 in exergue / Edinburgh arms between thistles, an anchor as the crest; EDINBURGH 

HALFPENNY around. Edge: PAYABLE AT THE WAREHOUSE OF THOS & ALEXR HUTCHISON. Good Extremely Fine. $150

383 SCOTLAND. Lothian 72 (R). Edinburgh. Farthing. 18 mm. A thistle, a radiated crown above / EDIN BURGH FAR THING in four lines. 
Uncirculated; choice; hints of underlying mint red. $150

384 SCOTLAND. Lothian 80 (R). Edinburgh. Galloways’. Farthing. 20 mm. 107 in an oval; ALEXR GALLOWAY WEST BOW around / TEAS 

SPRITIS WINES & GROCERIES in four lines, the last line curved. Extremely Fine. $150

385 SCOTLAND. Lothian 87 (R). Edinburgh. Havens’. Farthing. 20 mm. 83 SOUTHBRIDGE & C in three lines; R HAVENS SPIRITS WINES 

around / LATE SHEPPARD’S TEA SHOP in three lines. Extremely Fine. $150   
Ex Brodie.

386 SCOTLAND. Lothian 91 (Scarce). Edinburgh. Hunter’s. Farthing. 22 mm. JOHN HUNTER NO 212 COWGATE & 109 HIGH STREET in 
five lines, first and last lines cuirved / GENUINE TEAS DIRECT FROM THE INDIA HOUSE in four lines, the first and last lines curved. Near 
Extremely Fine; bold strike. $150
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387 SCOTLAND. Lothian 95 (RR). Edinburgh. Lewis. Farthing. 21 mm. JAS LEWS 177 CANONGATE AND 6 MARKET ST in six lines, the first 
and last lines curved / GROCER WINE & SPIRIT MERCHANT in four lines, the first and last lines curved; small ornaments at 3 and 
9. Ex Brodie (Tag: “Good VF, £140”). Good Very Fine; attractive.  $150 

388 SCOTLAND. Lothian 102. Edinburgh. Melrose’s. Farthing. 22 mm. ANDW MELROSE & C 88 SOUTH BRIDGE & 301 HEAD OF 

CANNONGATE in seven lines, the first and last lines curved / A sugar loaf and a canister labelled TEA; GENUINE TEAS DIRECT FROM THE 

INDIA HOUSE in four lines, the first and last lines curved. Red Uncirculated; some strike weakness because of the depth of the design on this 
thin flan. $150

389 SCOTLAND. Lothian 115 (R). Edinburgh. REITH’S. Farthing. 22 mm. REITH NO 1 WEST BOW TEA DEALER & GROCER in four lines / A 
tea chest; WINES & FOREIGN SPIRITS around. Choice Extremely Fine; luster traces; choice. $150

390 SCOTLAND. Perthshire 11. Perth. Farthing. 22 mm. A tower beside a quay with three sailing ships docked; PERTH FARTHING 1798 
around; MONK’S TOWER in exergue / A woman watering cloth laid out for bleaching; IN OUR VICINITY ARE THE FINEST STREAMS & 

FIELDS FOR BLEACHING IN BRITAIN around; T. MENZIES DES in small print in exergue. Uncirculated; prooflike; rich chocolate brown; 
charming design.  $150  

391 SCOTLAND. Renfrewshire 5. (RR). Paisley. Farthing. 22 mm. J COATES BROOMLANDS around, & SON across center / A ham 
suspended; HAM CURERS & GROCERS PAISLEY around. Good Very Fine; choice example, no wear. $150

392 SCOTLAND. Not local 7. (D&H p 438) (Scarce). Farthing. 22 mm. GROCER MERCHANT around; & WINE across center / A tea chest 
between two sugar loaves; TEAS, GROCERIES & SPICERIES. Good Extremely Fine; underlying red. $150

393 SCOTLAND. Not local 3. (D&H p 438) (Scarce). Farthing. 22 mm. GROCER MERCHANT around; & WINE across center / A tea chest 
between two sugar loaves; TEAS, GROCERIES & SPICERIES. Good Extremely Fine; underlying red. $150

394 IRELAND. Cork 417 (Extremely Rare). John Drinen. Ca. 1808. Lead farthing. 8.23 gm. 22 mm. I D monogram, a circle of pellets around / 
A sugar loaf with a suspension ring on top; BK left, ST right; a circle of pellets around. Ex Cokayne. Extremely Fine.  $750 

 19th Century tokens. (The silver tokens are all from the James O’Donald Mays collection)

395 Lincolnshire 4. Epworth. Silver shilling token. 4.51 gm. 25 mm. PAYABLE IN GOODS OR NOTES 1812 across center in four lines; EPWORTH 

ISLE TOKEN T & W READ around / Front view of a building; ONE SHILLING CURRENT VALUE around. Extremely Fine. $200

396 Lincolnshire 9. 1811. Silver shilling token. 3.99 gm. 30 mm. A ship in full sail, left; GAINSBRO TOKEN around above; 1811 below / View of a 
bridge from a distance; FOR TWELVE PENCE around. Near Extremely Fine; some luster in legends. $150

397 Yorkshire 3. Bradford. 1812. Silver shilling token. 4.65 gm. 25 mm. Arms and crest; JAMES LAYCOCK BRADFORD around / Justice standing 
between a bale and a barrel; ONE SHILLING SILVER TOKEN around; 1812 below. Extremely Fine; toned over lustrous surfaces.   
 $200

398 DEVON. Tavistock. 1811. Penny token. 25.05 gm. 33 mm. Prince of Wales plumes within a circle; TAVISTOCK PENNY TOKEN around / A 
mining engine with a long smoke plume blowing right; DEVON MINES 1811 around. Edge: center grained. Withers 1130. Extremely Fine; 
attractive even chocolate brown; fascinating token from the early days of the Industrial Revolution. $200

399 IRELAND. County Durham. Gateshead. 1814. Farthing token. 2.85 gm. 22 mm. JOHN HARROP GROCER & TEA DEALER 1814 BRIDGE 

END GATESHEAD in seven lines / A chest inscribed H T with an East India balemark and Chinese characters; FINE TEAS RAW AND 

ROASTED COFFEE around. Withers 742. Choice Extremely Fine; red and brown. $150

400 IRELAND. Dublin. 1813. Penny token. 17.00 gm. 33 mm. Two men working at a rolling mill; ONE PENNY TOKEN around top; J HILLES 

| DUBLIN below / A sprig of shamrock; PAYABLE IN BANK OF IRELAND NOTES 1813 around. Edge: center grained. Withers 1815-16. The 
groundline on this piece appears to be halfway between the two described by Withers. The weight of this piece is also 1.3 gm lighter and the 
diameter smaller. Good Very Fine; a neat depiction of early Industrial Revolution machinery. $150

401 WORCESTER. Kendall and Son at the Civet Cat. Ca 1826. Æ halfpenny. 27 mm. A civet cat standing left on a line containing the name of 
the manujfacturer: T W INGRAM BIRMM; KENDAL & SON AT THE CIVET CAT MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF PERFUMES around; 
FOREGATE STREET | WORCESTER | & BULL RING | * | BIRMINGHAM / MANUFACTORY 21 LOMBARD ST. DERITEND NEAR BIRMINGHAM 
around; FRENCH | FANCY ARTICLES | ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS | BEADS FANS JEWELLERY | FANCY CUTLERY | BRACELETS &c OF THE MOST 

NOVEL PATTERNS | ITALIAN GERMAN | FRENCH & ENGLISH | TOYS &c. Mirchiner 7974. Good Extremely Fine. $150

402 William and Alfred Chapman. Partners, 1896 to 1921. (By Ralph Neal; 49 and 50 Percival Street).  4 shillings. Heart shaped. 30 by 29 mm. 
W & A |CHAPMAN | BORO MKT/ Large 4s (double florin). Mitchiner 9833. Extremely Fine; as made. $150

 Multiple token lots: good quality pieces that do not quite make the $150 per lot minimum for this section.
403 Hampshire 94 (near EF); Kent 4 (good EF); Kent 38 (Uncirculated; attractive light brown tone.); Middlesex 257a, Blackfriar’s (Brown 

Uncirculated); Norfolk 24 (Good Extremely Fine; bits of original red underlying rich brown tone). Lot of five (5) tokens with a total value 
of  $475 if listed separately. $300

404 All SCOTLAND: Lothian. 3 (Good Extremely Fine; fresh surfaces; attractive glossy chocolate brown surfaces); 9a (Near Extremely 
Fine); 14a (Good Extremely Fine; glossy coin with multi color highlights, carefully cleaned some time past; visually striking); 20 (Extremely 
Fine); 69 (Scarce) (Good Very Fine); 75 (RR) (Very Fine; some stable verdigris); 91 (Scarce) (Good Very Fine); 105 (Near Extremely Fine); 
112a (Near Extremely Fine). Lot of nine (9) tokens with a total value of $845 if listed separately.  $600

405 All SCOTLAND: Angusshire 8 (Near Extremely Fine; attractive surfaces); Angusshire 35 (Good Very Fine; even brown tone; die 
break on obverse at 6 indicates a late strike with attendant weakness on the overall details; interesting piece); Fifeshire 2 (Very Fine); 
Kircudbrightshire 1 (Good Very Fine; glossy brown; the only issue for this county); Perthshire 2 (Very Fine); Perthshire 8 (Extremely Fine; 
rich chocolate brown; early indications of die failure on reverse); Perthshire 10 (Good Extremely Fine; lightly toned); Renfrewshire 6 (Near 
Very Fine; evenly worn); Not Local 7 (Scarce)  (Glossy Very Fine). Lot of nine (9) tokens with a total value of $765. $500
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 Important references
406 Brooke, C.A. A Catalogue of English Coins in the British Museum, The Norman Kings, Volumes I and II. London: Trustees of the 

British Museum. 1916. Original edition. Blue split leather binding (as issued). Fifty-seven high quality plates; extensive listings and the basis 
for the standard style designations for the Norman series; 462 pages of classification and exact listing of legends for the series; indexes. The 
second volume includes the plates and cclv pages of introductory material, tables and plates plus a large fold-out epigraphical table showing 
lettering types. This is an essential volume for collectors of early English coins from the Normans.. Though the end papers show some 
foxing, the books overall are fresh and fine volumes showing little use. $350

407 Two references: Duncan Elias, E. R. The Anglo-Gallic Coins. London. Spink. 1984. This book provides the standard classification for 
Anglo-Gallic coins with photos and descriptions of each variety. 262 pages. Rarity guide. As new. Also: Sutherland, C. English Coinage 
600-1900. The 1982 reprint of the 1973 publication. 232 pages, photos in text. Background and historical information; 12 chapters covering 
English coinage from the Anglo-Saxon period until modern British coinage, 1600-1900. Dust jacket. Very good copy. $100

408 Keary, C. F. and Grueber, H. A. A Catalogue of English Coins in the British Museum, Anglo Saxon Series, Volumes I and II. London: 
Trustees of the British Museum. 1887. 1893. Original editions. Modern quarter leather binding with brown cloth boards. A total of 62 high 
quality plates; extensive listings and the basis for the standard style designations for the Anglo-Saxon series; 544 pages of background and 
exact listing of legends for the series; introductory sections and indexes. This is an essential volume for anyone with more than a passing 
interest in coins of Anglo-Saxon Britain.. Contents are fresh and fine; there are a few unobtrusive blue library stamps in the text. The 
modern binding is of a high quality. $250

409 The Montagu Collection of Coins. Anglo Saxon and English coins in three sales. 1895, 1896. By Sotheby, Wilkinson & Hodge. London. 
Contemporary binding; half leather; raised bands; gold stamped on spine; marbled end papers. Three sales covering this major collection 
of British coins beginning with the Anglo-Saxon series and ending with the reign of Anne. Over 2700 lots of coins of the highest possible 
quality are listed with 26 high quality collotype plates of coins. This collection is legendary for its quality and comprehensiveness. Prices 
realized are written in the text in a neat hand; buyer’s names are also noted. Contents are fresh and fine; there are a very few small library 
stamps from the Fitzwilliam. The covers are tight and generally fresh though there is a bit of separation after the front fly leaf; there is some 
rubbing on the spine and on the corners. An original selling price of £225 is noted on the first inside page. (Ex Spink)  $300 

410 The Montagu Collection of Medals Commemorative of British History. 1897. By Sotheby, Wilkinson & Hodge. London. Contemporary 
binding; quarter leather; raised bands; gold stamped on spine; marbled boards and end papers. Major collection of medals noted for its 
quality and comprehensiveness; 862 lots, 8 collotype plates. Prices realized are written in the text in a neat hand; buyer’s names are also 
noted. Contents are very good with some minor foxing; there are a very few small library stamps from the Fitzwilliam. The covers are tight 
and generally fresh though there is a bit of separation at the backfly leaf; there is some rubbing and tearing at the top on the spine and on the 
corners. The volume originally came from Spink. $150

411 The Nelson Bunker Hunt Collection: Highly Important Greek and Roman Coins. 4 volumes. Sotheby’s. New York. June 19, 1990 (163 
lots); June 21 and 22, 1990 (953 lots; with printed prices realized); December 4, 1990 (117 lots of gold and high quality Greek silver); June 
19 and 20, 1991 (1066 lots).  Four hard cover volumes with dust jackets; this was a legendary sale of a collection that was formed with a 
commitment to the finest quality and rarest material available.. Ex Charles Davis. 2004. Volumes are fresh and fine with fresh dust jackets. 
There are a few pencil notations of price realized and, occasionally, the buyer but these are few and far between.  $200

412 Pegge, Samuel. An Assemblage of Coins, Fabricated by Authority of the Archbishops of Canterbury. T. Snelling. London. 1772. Quarto. 
Contemporary binding.  Half brown leather, rest marbled boards (blue and white).  Gold embossing on spine. Engravings of nine 
individual coins plus a full page engraving showing coins of Athelard, Wulfred, Ceolnoth, Plegmund and “numismata incerta.” The text 
offers a corresponding chapter for issues of each of these reigns. The second half of the volume is an essay on the basis of the coining 
privilege extended to religious leaders that carries the discussion into Norman England. Contents fresh and fine, covers tight but scuffed.  
Stamped on inside front cover and on a page in the middle of the volume“Ex libris Peter O’Connor.”  Also has another name in ink on front 
inside cover, probably “C. Powell.” $200

413 A pair of 18th century publications. Pegge, S. A Series of Dissertations on some Elegant and very Valuable Anglo-Saxon Remains. London. 
1756. Forty-two pages plus and 11 page Preface “Wherein the Queftion, Whether the Saxons coined any gold or not, is candidly debated…” 
Four copper-plate engravings of individual coins. Also, author not indicated, A Catalogue of the Coins of Canute, King of Denmark and 
England, with Specimens. London. 1772. Twenty-three pages plus a fold-out sheet showing 42 reverses of Cnut issues (20 different mints) 
and examples of 5 obverse types. The text discusses the issues and lists the moneyers and mints for the illustrated pieces. Both articles have 
been removed from a larger volume. The first has a sewn edge, the second is held together by edge glue. The contents are Good to Very 
Good with minor foxing. The sheets are intact though there are minor folds and tears on a couple of the end sheets. $100

414 The Rashleigh Collection of Coins. 21 June 1909 and 28 June 1909. Sotheby, Wilkinson & Hodge. London. Contemporary cloth with 
gold stamped spine; 1185 lots; 18 high quality collotype plates. A major collection of British coins begun in the 1780s and continued by his 
great-nephew until it was sold in 1909, an era when great collections were being disbursed. The collection offered oustanding examples of 
most of the major coins in the series and included a New England shilling.. Covers showing normal wear, intact, minor tear at top of spine. 
Contents are generally fresh with slight browning at edges. Very Good copy with Fitzilliam bookplate (cancelled).

415 Van Arsdell, R. D. Celtic Coinage of Britain. London. Spink. 1989. The now long out-of-print and rare standard reference on Celtic 
coins; 54 plates; 584 pages of descriptive text, classifications, charts, maps. This is an essential volume for collectors of this series. The 
arrangement of the plates is such that identification of varieties is readily achieved. As new; with fresh dustjacket. (Includes an auction tag 
indicating it was purchased from Charles Davis auction May 5, 2005 for $300). $200

End of sale. Thank you for your interest.



Your collection
 in this volatile era of rapidly escalating prices for better coins— 

Time to sell? Or redirect? Or be opportunistic?
We can help.

Since we issued our first printed sale sheet in 1969 while still students at the University of Minnesota, we have been 
fortunate to handle thousands of fascinating coins of all types -- American, European and World from all eras, ancient 
Greek and Roman and, of course, coins, tokens and medals of the British Isles.

Without the loyalty and support of many collectors, we would not have been able to establish ourselves as serious 
professionals in the exciting world of numismatics. 

We will bring the experience and the same enthusiasm we have exhibited for forty years to your collection. We have 
helped form some exceptional collections. When there is material outside our specialties of Greek, Roman, British, 
we lean on a depth of knowledge about the coin market and the people who specialize in those other areas. Our 
membership in the restrictive International Association of Professional Numismatists means that we have personal 
relationships with the most important dealers in the world. 

Contact us if you would like to discuss your collection--whether as a project in progress, as something that needs 
a valuation, or as an asset you would like to cash out. Our long experience is very helpful, particularly now that 
desirable material has become so much more valuable than it was even a few years ago. 

We follow the market closely and are aware when important pieces come to market. We participate in important 
auctions and maintain contact with our numismatic colleagues. We can help you build your collection. 

When the time comes, we can help you sell your collection. In a time when major auction firms pride themselves 
on following the business school dictum to “not own inventory” and individual consignments can get lost in their 
voluminous catalogs that can weigh several pounds, we can offer your coins in a small scale specialized format that 
gives optimal attention to all your material. 

We provide up-to-date valuation, thorough descriptions and maximum exposure to a well established clientele. We 
also have a substantial economic capacity to purchase collections. 

Please consider trusting us with your collection. We can travel to meet with you. We also carry insurance to cover the 
value if you ship your collection to us

          Allan Davisson




